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inscribed on the World 
Heritage List in 1995
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Welcome to summer and autumn 2019

Not that many years ago, Copenhagen was a city that would partially close down once the tourist
season was over. On weekdays in January, February and March you had the city somewhat to yourself
– for better or worse. The city saw few tourists in the early summer, and it could take many months

for Copenhagen to wake from its hibernation.

Not so any more. Copenhagen has become a city that lives life to the full and has a lot to offer 365
days a year. A great deal has happened in Copenhagen over the past couple of years – and in the next 

couple of months we’ll see the launch of even more activities.

For Copenhageners, the opening of the new circular metro line on September 29th will be a great event. 
We have been waiting for it for a long time, and it is the most expensive investment in Copenhagen’s 
history. This may not be very important to tourists, but regardless: Take a look at the beautiful square 
of Kongens Nytorv in the city centre. Once the last remnants of its construction works are gone, it will 

be an incredible privilege to enjoy this historic square without their intrusive presence. It is a sight that it 
has only been possible to enjoy for a mere handful of years in the course of two or three generations!

There’s naturally a lot more on offer besides Kongens Nytorv without road works. New restaurants,
new food markets and a lot of new hotels have recently opened. You can read about all of them here.

Have a good time, and do enjoy the sun while it’s there!

Best wishes, 
Claus Bødker 

Director, CruiseCopenhagen

hej
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Visit the Round Tower 
- a historical tower with 

exhibitions, concerts and events.

RUNDETAARN
Købmagergade 52 A, 1150 K 

www.rundetaarn.dk

RUNDETAARN

Open all days 10:00 - 20:00

Krydstogt annonce 85x220mm.indd   7 29-03-2019   16:58:08



notes
Copenhagen’s old towers
Copenhagen’s coat of arms has three towers – indeed, Copenhagen 
has been called the ’town of towers’ since ancient times. And 
through the years, much has been done to ensure that the city’s 
skyline remains dominated by the old towers of churches and power 
centres such as the city hall and Parliament.

Accordingly, the five tallest towers in Copenhagen are some 
pretty old stagers:

 
* Only some parts of the tower are that old. It has subsequently been extended.

What’s up with the electric scooters?
Electric scooters have been popping up everywhere in Copen-
hagen like mushrooms after rain. After downloading an app, 
you can transport yourself around the city for a modest initial 
fee plus a fixed rate per kilometre. At the time of writing, four 
different companies have electric scooters on offer: the Swedish 
company VOI, the German companies Tier and Circ, and 
the American company Lime, each offering different types of 
scooter and slightly different prices. However, the question of 
whether the electric scooters are a good idea is liable to generate 
strong feelings among Copenhageners. Many of them oppose 
the scooters, which they say are being discarded haphazardly 
around the city, as well as representing a traffic hazard. Others 
believe the scooters comprise an innovative and eco-friendly 
initiative for Copenhagen’s traffic. Regardless, one has to bear in 
mind that electric scooters are only allowed on cycle paths, and 
not on pedestrianized streets, for example.

Danish restaurants top the list
For many years, Noma topped the World’s 50 Best Restaurants 
list. And after its move to new premises and a fundamental 
revamping of its concept, history was expected to repeat itself 
when the latest version of the list was published in late June. 

However, this did not happen, and Noma had to put up with 
coming second. But Copenhageners quickly recovered from this 
disappointment when it turned out that their city had scored 
two out of the top five spots in the list, with Geranium squeak-
ing in at number five.

The world’s five best restaurants:
NO. 1: MIRAZUR IN MENTON, FRANCE

NO. 2: NOMA IN COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

NO. 3: ASADOR ETXEBARRI IN ATXONDO, SPAIN

NO. 4: GAGGAN IN BANGKOK, THAILAND

NO. 5: GERANIUM IN COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Still no City Circle Line
The construction of the large-scale extension of the Copenha-
gen metro was planned to be fully complete by the midsummer 
of 2019. This project represents the largest infrastructure 
investment in Copenhagen’s history. But early in the summer, 
the developer had to admit defeat and postpone the opening 
yet again, which will take place on September 29th. On the 
other hand, we can rejoice that some of Copenhagen’s signature 
locations are returning to normal. Kongens Nytorv and Rådhus-
pladsen in particular had to endure major construction work for 
almost a decade.

CHRISTIANSBORG’S SPIRE    1928  106 M.  

COPENHAGEN CITY HALL    1905  105.6 M. 

NIKOLAI KIRKE (St Nicholas Church)  1591*  94 M.  

VOR FRELSER KIRKE (Church of Our Saviour) 1752  85 M. 

HELLIGÅNDSKIRKEN (Church of the Holy Spirit) 1409*  90 M.
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go
how to get around in copenhagen

3 public transport interchanges

Copenhagen Central Station
The central railway station (København H) has connections by regional train to the rest of 
the country, and is located opposite Tivoli Gardens. The central station is not yet connected 
to the metro network. However, it is hoped this will change by the start of November 2019, 
when a much-postponed new section of the metro is due to open. See page 7 for more details.

Nørreport 
This is Copenhagen’s busiest station, having both metro, S-train and regional train connec-
tions. It is situated close to the Royal Gardens, Rosenborg Castle and the covered markets 
(Torvehallerne).

Copenhagen airport
The airport has both metro and regional train connections. The train from Copenhagen 
Central Station to Sweden passes through the airport station.

from the airport

Copenhagen Airport has excellent 
connections to Copenhagen city centre, 
the central railway station and Sweden. 
The easiest and most-used method for 
getting to places in the town centre – 
for instance, Christianshavn, Kongens 
Nytorv or Nørreport  – is the metro. 
The journey time is about 20 minutes. 
Use the regional train for connections 
to Sweden or Copenhagen Central 
Station. If nothing else, you can always 
find a taxi at Copenhagen Airport. A 
taxi from the airport to the city centre 
or to Ocean Kaj (Ocean Quay) costs 
around 300 kroner. Bear in mind that 
you can get Airluggage to transport your 
baggage. (See more on page 80.)

public transport

Public transport in Copenhagen is 
extensive, and is quite reliable. The 

metro is the fastest and most reliable 
option, but it only serves some parts 
of the city. The city’s bus routes cover 
all of Copenhagen. The so-called ‘A 
buses’ (A-busserne) comprise the main 
service, and in the rush hour they run 
every 3-7 minutes. A one-way ticket 
from the airport to the city centre (3 
zones) costs 36 kroner, while a ticket 
for travel within the two zones that 
include the city centre costs 24 kroner. 
A 24-hour ticket covering Copenhagen, 
Frederiksberg and Amager (the 
location of the airport) costs 80 kroner. 
Remember to buy your ticket before 
you enter the train. You can do so using 
either a vending machine or the app 
titled “DOT mobilbilletter” (“DOT 
Mobile Tickets”). Of course, you’ll first 
need to ensure your mobile phone has 
sufficient juice in the battery! 
www.dinoffentligetransport.dk/service/
for-tourist

copenhagen card

With a Copenhagen Card in your hand 
you won’t have to worry about zones and 
ticket prices, as the card gives you access 
to unlimited public transport within 
the entire capital region (including to/
from Copenhagen Airport). In addition, 
you’ll get free admission to more than 
70 attractions and museums, as well as 
discounts for multiple restaurants, cafes, 
sightseeing activities etc. 
 www.copenhagencard.com

taxi

Taxis with a green “fri” (= “for hire”) 
sign can be hailed on the street.

uber

In 2017, Uber was outlawed in Denmark 
and therefore isn’t available.

Copenhagen is known for being one of the world’s most cyclable cities, and in the 
international press the verb ‘copenhagenize’ means ‘to work towards making a city 
more cycling-friendly’. Getting around in Copenhagen is unquestionably fast and easy 
on a bike – in fact, it’s often faster than going by car. For example, the inner harbour 
bridge connecting Nyhavn and Christianshavn/Holmen is designated solely for 
pedestrians and cyclists.

Tourists often ask if it’s safe to cycle in Copenhagen’s traffic, and the short answer is 
‘Yes’: 74 per cent of the city’s cyclists feel safe when they’re cycling in Copenhagen. 
But accidents can happen, of course; in particular, there’s the possibility that a truck 
making a right-hand turn can fail to spot a cyclist. So it’s definitely worth being aware 
of that risk.

Take a rickshaw 
Sit back and experience Copenhagen from the rear seat of a rickshaw. Copenhagen 
is a bike-friendly city, so of course you can also enjoy the Copenhagen cycling 
experience without pushing the pedals yourself. You can phone for a rickshaw too. See 
more! www.rickshaw-copenhagen.com

cycling in copenhagen
How to experience Copenhagen on a bike:

· Many hotels will be able to rent you a bike. 
Ask at the reception.

· You can also rent an electrically-powered city 
bike with GPS. Read more about those here: 
www.bycyklen.dk/en

· There are several large privately-owned bicycle 
hire companies, e.g. Tours Copenhagen, 
Nikolaj Plads 34

· The comfortable solution is naturally to hire 
a bicycle taxi. These are often waiting at 
Rådhuspladsen or Amagertorv. Read more: 
www.cykeltaxatur.dk/en_GB
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quay
Most of the cruise ships that arrive in 
Copenhagen tie up at Ocean Quay, in 
the northern part of the harbour. It’s a 
new and modern cruise terminal, but 
it also lies some distance from the city 
centre. Here’s what you need to know 
about the transport options to and from 
Ocean Quay.

to the city centre

By bus
Public buses serve Østerport and 
Nørreport.

Bus service 25 runs between Ocean 
Quay and Nørreport – the most 
centrally located station – with a stop 
at Østerport Station, while bus service 
27 only runs as far as Østerport Station. 
Bus 25 runs from Ocean Quay when a 
cruise ship arrives.

By taxi
A taxi ride from the city centre to 
Ocean Quay costs around DKK 275.

Taxi firms:
AMAGER-ØBRO TAXI 4x27 – Tel: 
+45 27 27 27 27

DAN Taxi – Tel: +45 70 25 25 25

Taxa 4x35 – Tel: +45 35 35 35 35

Parking
It is possible to use the public car park 
at Ocean Quay, which lies circa 50-100 
metres from the ships. There are spaces 
for about 200 cars. Parking is metered, 
with no possibility of reserving a space 
in advance. 

Cost: 
08:00 - 16:00: DKK 16 per hour 
16:00 - 08:00: DKK 8 per hour

Parking costs a maximum of DKK 80 
per 24-hour period (i.e. from midnight 
to midnight) or DKK 560 per week.

to the airport

By taxi
A taxi ride from Ocean Quay to 
Copenhagen Airport costs about DKK 
450 - DKK 550, depending on the time 
of day.

To trim the cost, you can take a taxi to 
Nørreport or Kongens Nytorv and take 
the metro on the final stretch. In the 
afternoon rush hour, this is as quick as 
taking a taxi all the way, though the 
metro can be pretty full.

By bus / train
From Østerport you can also take 
a regional train to the airport. Bus 
services 25 and 27 stop at Østerport.

Getting to and from Ocean Quay (’Oceankaj’)

VISIT US AT:

ECCO ØSTERGADE 55, 1100 COPENHAGEN K 

ECCO FREDERIKSBERGGADE 15, 1459 COPENHAGEN K 

ECCO KØBMAGERGADE 54, 1150 COPENHAGEN K 

ECCO ØSTERBROGADE 41, 2100 COPENHAGEN Ø 

ECCO AMAGERBROGADE 51, 2300 COPENHAGEN S 

ECCO FREDERIKSBERG CENTRET, FALKONER ALLE 21, PLAN 2, 2000 FREDERIKSBERG 

ECCO COPENHAGEN AIRPORT, TERMINAL 2, 2770 KASTRUP

I N N O V A T I V E  C O M F O R T
 I N  N A T U R A L  M O T I O N  S I N C E  1 9 6 3  



bus
HOP ONTO ONE OF THE SIGHTSEEING BUSES THAT TAKE YOU THROUGH COPENHAGEN. YOU’LL GAIN 

BOTH A TOPSIDE OVERVIEW OF THE CITY AND THE ABILITY TO ADAPT TO THE WEATHER.

stromma

Denmark’s summer weather is notori-
ously erratic, as it can alternate between 
sun and rain in a split second. If you’re 
determined to get the most out of your 
visit to the city despite the weather’s 
changeability, trips on the Hop On – 
Hop Off buses represent a good option 
because you can jump on and off them 
as often as you want.

These buses have electric roofs which 
can be rolled open and shut in response 
to changes in the weather. The buses are 

also heated in the winter. If you arrive in 
Copenhagen by cruise ship, you can take 
the shuttle bus that runs to and from the 
cruise-ship harbour.

Hop On – Hop Off tickets are valid for 
48 hours, so you’ll have plenty of time to 
take advantage of the buses to get round 
the city and explore the environs of the 
three bus routes. You’ll be able to expe-
rience some of the city’s chief attractions 
along the way. With audio guides in 
11 different languages, you’ll be able to 
maximize the benefits from your trip 
around the majority of the city’s most 
significant attractions.

There are several routes to choose from: 
the Classic Copenhagen Tour, which 
takes you by such major attractions as 
Rosenborg Castle, The Little Mermaid, 
Amalienborg Castle and Nyhavn; the 
Urban Green Copenhagen Tour, which 
takes in Frederiksberg and Kødbyen; 
and Colorful Copenhagen, which focus-
es on Christianshavn and Christiania.

Check out the website for offers 
regarding other guided bus tours and 
combination discounts:

www.stromma.com/en-dk/copenhagen

Experience the city from upstairs

Sponsored content
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©2018 Time Inc. 
Bruges med tilladelse.

experimentarium.dk 

WOW!
Let’s play
science
Experimentarium is one of the world's 100 
greatest places according to TIME Magazine.

Explore science the Danish way only
5 km from central Copenhagen
- for playful brains ages 1 and up.

Simply jump right in!

Open
every day

9:30 - 17:00
Fri-Sun until 19:00 



top 5

the top 5 attractions

what should you expect?

NEW YORK HAS ITS STATUE OF LIBERTY. BERLIN HAS ITS BRANDENBURG 

GATE. LONDON HAS BIG BEN. BUT WHAT ARE COPENHAGEN’S FIVE GREATEST 

LANDMARKS? AND ARE THEY WORTH SPENDING YOUR TIME ON?

the little mermaid (den lille havfrue)

The facts It’s a 125-centimetre-high bronze statue created by the sculptor Edvard Eriksen which 
takes its subject from H.C. Andersen’s fairy tale. The mermaid was unveiled in 1913.

First impression It’s the LITTLE mermaid. It’s really not very big.

Why Those who regard it as a great visual experience emphasise the artistic impact of the 
sculpture in relation to its surroundings. The mermaid is Copenhagen’s most iconic symbol.

Why not About 15 per cent of Tripadvisor reviews take a negative slant towards the mermaid. 
Typically, the sculpture is smaller than these reviewers expect, and it takes only a few moments 
to look at.

Tip A five-minute walk from The Little Mermaid takes you to the Gefion Fountain 
(Gefionspringvandet), which is manifestly large and impressive. As an emblem of Danish 
sculptural achievement, it’s on a par with The Little Mermaid.
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tivoli gardens

The facts This world-renowned amusement 
park dating from 1843 offers eateries, public 
concerts, pantomime theatre, and of course a 
variety of rides.

First impression Elsewhere around the 
world, theme parks are usually located 
somewhat outside city centres. The fact that 
in Copenhagen’s Tivoli is right in the centre 
is quite unusual.

Why Even though Tivoli is constantly 
coming up with new rides, you should 
mostly visit the park because of its 
atmosphere, which is highly authentic.

Why not A trip to Tivoli is quite expensive 
– but so is most of Copenhagen. Avoid 
the most crowded times, like the evenings 
during high season and Friday and Saturday 
evenings. It’s also not so great on a rainy day.

Tip Tivoli opens towards the end of 
the morning. If you’re there to enjoy the 
atmosphere or to have a light lunch, it’s a 
really good time of day to visit.

+



amalienborg palace

The facts This Rococo palace dating from 1748 is the residence 
of the Queen of Denmark.

First impression Does the queen really live here? You truly 
sense her presence.

Why It’s a genuine Copenhagen landmark. It’s no accident that 
it is the only attraction in Copenhagen to feature on UNESCO’s 
list of world heritage sites.

Why not If you want to be impressed by the royal art collections 
and crown jewels, visit Rosenborg Castle instead. But generally 
speaking, very few visitors regret spending time at Amalienborg.

Tip The noontime Changing of the Royal Life Guards is popu-
lar – but mostly if you have a weakness for military drills.

nyhavn

The facts Nyhavn is a canal dating from 1673 which 
is situated in the centre of Copenhagen. Here’s 
where you’ll find a variety of restaurants and bars.

First impression Have I seen this before? Yes, 
probably. If magazines or TV stations need to show 

just one picture from Copenhagen, it will probably 
be one that depicts Nyhavn.

Why It’s an atmospheric district that is full of 
character and links the city with the harbour.

w w w. h i r s c h s p r u n g . d k

World Class
Danish Art

T h e  H i r s c h s p r u n g  C o l l e c t i o n

christiania

The facts Christiania is a self-proclaimed autonomous district 
in Christianshavn that was established by hippies in 1971. It’s 
one of Copenhagen’s major tourist attractions, with at least 
half a million visitors annually.

First impression Christiania is a tourist attraction located 
amid a lot of water. Some people find the atmosphere pleasant 
and relaxed. It can make others feel anxious.

Why Tourists who are already favourably disposed towards 
alternative lifestyles generally rate Christiania positively. 
Parts of Christiania are beautifully located next to the water, 
and it also has a couple of cosy cafés.

Why not The atmosphere in the vicinity of Pusher Street at 
the entrance of Christiania can be uncomfortable. About 20 
per cent of Tripadvisor reviews rate Christiania adversely.

Tip You can book a guided tour via  
www.rundvisergruppen.dk
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jewel

The Crown Jewels: 

Denmark’s living history

DENMARK’S CROWN JEWELS LEAD A DOUBLE LIFE. 

USUALLY, THEY ARE EXHIBITED IN THE TREASURY OF 

ROSENBORG CASTLE, BUT ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS THEY 

ARE USED BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. 

The Crown Jewels represent the cumulative result of the great 
interest that generations of Danish queens and princesses have 
taken in jewellery and precious stones.

The history of the Crown Jewels begins with Christian VI’s 
queen, Sophie Magdalene. She was widowed in 1746 and expect-
ed to die of grief not long afterwards. She therefore wrote a will 
which specified that her jewellery was not to be bequeathed to 
a specific person, but should always be “with the crown”. In this 
way there would always be a magnificent item of jewellery avail-
able to the incumbent queen. The jewellery has been used and 
redesigned in accordance with the demands of the time. Some 
queens have made quite a lot of use of it, others hardly at all.

Frederik VIII’s queen, the Swedish-born Lovisa, was very inter-
ested in the Crown Jewels. She nominated the jewels that were 

to be regarded as the Crown Jewels, and added some items of 
her own. The ones she supplied are exhibited at Amalienborg.

There are four sets of Crown Jewels at Rosenborg. They were 
all given their current form by Christian VIII’s queen, Caroline 
Amalie, who had them redesigned in the 1840s, though many of 
the stones are much older.

The Crown Jewels may only be used by the Queen, and only 
within the national borders. They are typically used just a couple 
of times a year. The Crown Jewels are always worn at the New 
Year Reception, and otherwise generally during state visits, 
special family events, or similar occasions. For example, the 
large pearls and rubies, the emerald set, and the diamond set 
were all worn during the wedding of Frederik, Crown Prince of 
Denmark, and Mary Donaldson in 2004.

The Crown Jewels can be viewed in the treasury located beneath Rosenborg Castle. 
They are displayed with the regalia, including the crowns, orb and sceptre. 

Sponsored content

Hop On - Hop Off Bus & Boat
Copenhagen Panorama Sightseeing

Grand Tour – Canal Tour
Copenhagen City Sightseeing

Royal Castle Tour
In the Footsteps of the Vikings
Magnificent Malmö of Sweden

www.stromma.com/en-dk/copenhagen

Discover Copenhagen 
at your own pace



Copenhagen is a city of towers. Even the 
city’s former coat of arms depicts three 
towers, and anyone who ascends to where 
they can see Copenhagen from above will 
be able to confirm that the city’s skyline 
is dominated both by new towers and by 
very old ones. The most characteristic, 
and probably also the most famous, of all 
Copenhagen’s towers is that of Our  
Saviour’s Church in Christianshavn. Over 
250 years after it was built, its winding 
tower, designed by the architect Laurids 
de Thurah, has a spiral shape that looks 
simultaneously modern and classical. 

The tower’s fascination is made no less by 
the fact that generations of Copenhageners 
and other visitors have made the trip up 
the winding tower, and have felt the flutter 
of the butterflies in their stomachs as the 
winding stairs get narrower and narrower.

Not surprisingly, the tower has fascinated 
countless artists, including the author Jules 
Verne, the famous Danish band Gasolin, 
and the writers of the series of Belgian 
graphic novels that goes by the title Les Cités 
Obscures.

Sponsored content

A trip up the tower is not merely a kind of ascent towards history. Due 
to Christianshavn’s location, you get fantastic views of the Øresund 
strait, the northern coastline, Sweden, the Øresund Bridge, and the 
remainder of Copenhagen’s towers.

Don’t miss the interior of the church, which is even older than the 
tower. The altar in particular is a minor masterpiece, and the nave and 
chancel are a dazzling example of Baroque architecture.

Our Saviour’s Church stands in Christianshavn. It’s two minutes away 
from the metro, but it’s also an obvious destination for a walk along the 
harbour – from the city centre across Knippel Bridge (Knippelsbro) or 
the walkway, or from Nyhavn harbour. From the city centre, walk across 
the Inner Harbour Bridge (Inderhavnsbroen).

Read more about the church and see the tower’s opening times here 
www.vorfrelserskirke.dk/taarnet and www.vorfrelserskirke.dk/english 
Note that the tower may be closed to visitors in the event of rain or strong winds. 
Address Our Saviour’s Church, Sankt Annæ Gade 29 

Church built 1696 
Tower completed 1752 
Tower height 90 metres

tower

the most fairy-tale of towers 
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eat
The food scene in 2019

WHAT ARE COPENHAGENERS TALKING ABOUT IN THE AUTUMN OF 2019? FOOD, LIKE ALWAYS: 

STREET FOOD, FOOD THAT MADE THE WORLD’S TOP 5, AND BREAD.

Copenhageners cultivate street food with the same 
passion with which they once embraced the new 
Nordic cuisine and debated gourmet burgers a couple 
of years ago.

And in 2019, it is as if street food has vacated some 
of the city’s out-of-the-way side streets to come 
closer to the heart of the city – both in terms of the 
consciousness of its inhabitants, and quite literally too.

Right in the city centre, the latest shoot on this 
stem is Boltens Food Court, adjacent to Kongens 
Nytorv. However, you’ll need to turn the corner 
into Gothersgade or Store Kongensgade to find the 
entrances of this cosy little courtyard of buildings that 
date back to the 18th century – a courtyard that has 
recently been both famous and notorious for being 
Copenhagen’s ”party central”.

Today, the atmosphere is more relaxed, and the venue 
offers a selection of food that will probably pleasantly 
surprise you if your familiarity with the food court 
concept was gained only in a shopping mall.

Here, there are no international fast food chains. 
However, on offer are some of the best and most 
sustainable street-food concepts of recent years on 
the Copenhagen street-food scene. And slowly but 
surely, Copenhageners have once again warmed up 
to Boltens Gård, where it has become a regular thing 
to pick and choose your food from a range of stands, 
and then to meet up on a covered patio in order to 
enjoy a cosy, customized lunch or dinner. For where 
else you can peacefully sit while one of you is eating 
smørrebrød from Hygge Taste of Denmark, a second 
is experiencing genuine Greek food from The Fat 
Greek, and a third is enjoying one of the best vegan 
offerings from Two Monkeys? There’s indoor seating 
too, so it also makes a good option on a rainy day.

Boltens Food Court
Address  Gothersgade 8  
www.boltensfoodcourt.com

Street food enters the 
rear courtyard
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Bread has become an obsession

Naturally, many Copenhageners have opinions about where the 
best sausage cart is located, or where to find the most authentic 
sandwich. But if you really want a conversation starter that will 
engage all Copenhageners, ask them where you need to go to 
buy the best bread. Copenhagen has been at the centre of a true 
bakery revolution. This has meant that today you can get some of 
the world’s best bread in the city. But it also means being willing 
to pay 50-60 kroner for a loaf of white bread. The Lagkagehuset 
chain, which you’ll find on every second street corner, is able to 
boast that it started the wave, but it has long since been overtaken 
by more ambitious and more innovative bakers. In the districts 
of Østerbro and further north of Copenhagen, expensive bakers’ 
shops stand next to each other. But it was Nørrebro’s Mirabelle 
that won a prestigious tasting contest in Berlingske, the leading 
daily newspaper. But Hart Bageri in Frederiksberg and Juno The 
Bakery in Østerbro also garnered praise. Currently, the favourite 
of this writer is the unpretentious and environmentally conscious 

Brødflov, located in Frederiksberg, Østerbro and Tivoli Food 
Hall. On the other hand, you should bear in mind an old rule 
of thumb regarding the bakers of Copenhagen: if they sell good 
bread, they rarely sell good cakes. If they sell good cakes, they 
rarely sell good bread. In life, you can’t get everything you want...

Mirabelle Bakery 
Address  Guldbergsgade 29
www.mirabelle-bakery.dk

Hart Bageri
Address  Gammel Kongevej 109 
www.hartbageri.com

Juno The Bakery
Address  Århusgade 47 
www.instagram.com/juno_the_bakery

Brødflov
Address  Multiple locations 
www.broedflov.dk

The alchemist has arrived

Let’s be honest and admit that this year’s most talked-
about and most-hyped restaurant probably isn’t somewhere 
you’ll just be able to slip into for dinner during your stay in 
Copenhagen. At the time of writing, there are said to be 
17,000 people waiting to dine at The Alchemist in its brand-
new premises at Refshaleøen. But this story still tells us a 
little bit about where the restaurant scene is heading in 2019. 
Refshaleøen – the northern tip of Amager, which previously 
contained a shipyard – is the city’s new creative centre. And 
when it comes to restaurants, it just can’t get big and exclusive 
enough, or provide enough serving capacity. The restaurant, 
which occupies over 2,000 square metres, has space for just 

40 dinner guests – though on the other hand, the restaurant 
staff of 30 chefs and 20 servers also takes up a lot of room. 
Everything is in place for a total experience that partly draws 
inspiration from installation art and theatre. The menu of 
about 50 dishes is served in seven individual spaces, allowing 
diners to move around during the evening.

The entire spectacle is possible only because a well-known 
Copenhagen tycoon and bon vivant who also has connections 
with Geranium (which possesses three Michelin stars) is 
reputed to have sunk 100 million kroner (around 15 million 
US dollars) into the project. However, the menus are still 
slightly cheaper than that.

www. restaurant-alchemist.dk
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HOME OF THE MONARCHY

amalienborg.dk

Open 
every day



SANDWICHES ARE UNIQUE TO DANISH CUISINE. EVEN THOUGH THE SWEDES HAVE THEIR 

SMÖRGÅS, IT’S A TYPE OF FOOD THAT NEEDS TO BE ENJOYED IN DENMARK – PREFERABLY IN 

COPENHAGEN. THIS IS THE OPINION HELD BY DANES AND NOT A FEW SWEDES.

bread
smørrebrød – the open-face sandwich
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www.brdr-price.dk

Welcome to the Price Brothers restaurants in Copenhagen

TI VOLI

LUNCH / EVENING / RESTAURANT
CAFÉ / BAR / TERRACE

Steaks from Danish cattle,
French-inspired cuisine.

Brdr. Price Rosenborggade
Rosenborggade 15

DK-1130 Copenhagen K
+45 3841 1020

LUNCH / EVENING / TERRACE

LUNCH / EVENING / TERRACE

Open sandwiches in cold and 
warm servings & Danish beef.

Homemade comfort-food.
Tasty & awfully good...

Brdr. Price Tivoli
Tivoli · Vesterbrogade 3
DK-1630 Copenhagen V

+45 3841 5151

Price’s diner Tivoli
Tivoli · Vesterbrogade 3
DK-1630 Copenhagen V
info.diner@brdr-price.dk



Sponsored content

restaurant kronborg

Close to Strøget and Rådhuspladsen you’ll find another lunch restaurant 
that serves authentic smørrebrød – in other words, Danish open sandwiches. 
Restaurant Kronborg offers a flavourful, classic Danish lunch that settles 
comfortably in the stomach, plus high-quality beverages and coffee that is 
brewed with great attention to detail. It’s a highly authentic venue which 
features Royal Copenhagen fluted floral plates that are perfectly à propos.

Address Restaurant Kronborg, Brolæggerstræde 12 www.restaurantkronborg.dk

husmanns vinstue 

Husmann’s Vinstue is a highly traditional purveyor of smørrebrød located very 
close to Rådhuspladsen, and in the first instance you might suppose that not 
much has changed here since it opened in 1888. But that’s not the case. Until 
1912, women were forbidden to enter the place; today, everyone is welcome. It 
can be a good idea to order a table.

Address Husmann’s Vinstue, Larsbjørnsstræde 2       www.husmannsvinstue.dk

Sponsored content

almanak

Almanak is one of those places that has brought Danish 
smørrebrød up to a new level – ever since they opened, they’ve 
been getting rave reviews from Copenhagen’s daily papers. 
Yet their prices are in the moderate middle range. It also 
makes a great alternative to a lunch in Nyhavn, as you’ll get a 
bit more harbour and somewhat less in the way of crowds for 

Smørrebrød for dummies

The pickled-herring sandwich (sildemad)
For many people, the pickled-herring sandwich is Danish 
cuisine’s biggest test. You just have to get used to its 
consistency. But an authentic Danish lunch always begins 
with it. Karrysild – a herring sandwich variant involving a 
curry marinade – slips more easily down the throat.

Liver pâté (leverpostej)
Liver pâté is a mixture of pork liver, lard, onion, flour, egg, 
salt, pepper and spices. It’s often served slightly warmed and 
topped with pickles.

Remoulade - on breaded fish or roast beef
A fairly significant component of Danish smørrebrød is the 
Danish remoulade, which has quite a penetrating flavour. 
You’ll encounter it on top of a roast-beef sandwich or breaded 
fish (i.e. a fillet of fish).

The ‘shooting star’ (stjerneskud)
An alternative to breaded fish with remoulade is the so-called 

‘shooting star’. Here the fish is topped with shrimps, white 
asparagus and black lumpfish caviar.

Eggs and shrimps
Another sandwich classic is hard-boiled eggs topped with 
prawns and mayonnaise. Alternatively, you can try an egg 
sandwich, which is often made with white bread.

Cheese - young or aged
In principle, you will always find relatively mild cheeses being 
served at the end of a Danish lunch. But in some places you 
will find ‘old cheese’ – in other words, cheese that has been well 
matured – existing as a separate item on the menu. True hard-
core aficionados consume this with pork lard, raw onions, ‘sky’ 
(a mixture of beef stock and starch akin to aspic) and a small 
glass of dark rum in addition to the actual cheese. Don’t expect 
any kisses from your spouse after lunch...

Drinks
Sandwiches should of course be enjoyed with a draught beer 
and a shot of snaps.

your money. Almanak is located in The Standard, which is 
the iconic former ferry terminal for Sweden.

Address Almanak, Havnegade 44 
www.thestandardcph.dk/da/almanak
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Time out: frequently-asked questions

FAQS YOU’LL NEED TO KNOW REGARDING RESTAURANTS, CAFÉS AND BARS

Should I tip?
The short answer is that no, you don’t need to add a tip: 
the general rule has always been that in Denmark, tips are 
included in the price. When Danes eat out, about half of 
them will add a gratuity, and the trend is for Denmark to 
start behaving like the rest of the world. So if the service and 
the product were 
okay, leaving a tip 
is definitely good 
style.

Can I pay in 
euros?
Not usually. Some 
Copenhagen 
restaurants will 
accept euros or 
Swedish kroner. 
But always ask 
first.

What is 
the Danish 
currency 
called?
The currency of 
Denmark is the 
krone (plural = kroner; also known as the Danish crown). As 
of the time of writing, 1 krone is equivalent to about 15 US 
cents or 13.5 eurocents. Or, to put it the other way round, 
1 USD corresponds to circa 6.6 kroner, and 1 euro is worth 
about 7.5 kroner.

Can I pay by credit card?
Denmark is one of those countries in which the use of credit 
cards is most widespread. You can even pay by credit card at 
a hot-dog stand. Visa is almost universally accepted. In many 
places you can also use MasterCard or American Express. 

Where will I find a good restaurant?
That’s a big question. We can personally recommend the 
restaurants mentioned in this magazine. As in most cities, 
you’ll get the best value for your money if you head away 
somewhat from those areas that see the most traffic, such as 
Strøget and Rådhuspladsen. Street food markets are usually 

good value for 
money. Read more 
on page 20.

Is it expensive?
Denmark has 
one of the world’s 
highest standards of 
living, which means 
it’s not a cheap city. 
In general, its prices 
can be compared 
with those you’ll 
encounter in other 
northern European 
capitals like Paris, 
London or Dublin. 
 
 

Expect to pay between 35 and 50 kroner for a 50 cl. draught 
beer. Some places charge a bit more, either because of their 
location or because you’re buying some unusual kind of beer.

What does a café latte cost?
Coffee is one of those items where the Copenhagen prices 
have leapt ahead somewhat compared with the rest of the 
world. The good news is that there’s a huge number of coffee 
shops in Copenhagen. The bad news is that a café latte might 
easily cost you more than 40 kroner.

faq
What does a 
draught beer 
cost?

VISIT 
BOLTENS FOOD COURT

FIND US AT

www.boltens.dk Instagram
boltens_foodcourt

Facebook 
boltens food court

19 STALLS SERVING FOOD FROM  
ALL OVER THE WORLD.

INCLUDING COFFEE, WINE,  
BEER & COCKTAILS.

BOLTENS FOOD COURT 
IS CLOSE TO KGS. NYTORV. 

YOU WILL FIND OUR COSY AND 
HIDDEN OASIS THROUGH THE 

GATES FROM GOTHERSGADE 8 OR  
STORE KONGENSGADE 17

VISIT 
BOLTENS FOOD COURT

FIND US AT

www.boltens.dk Instagram
boltens_foodcourt

Facebook 
boltens food court

19 STALLS SERVING FOOD FROM  
ALL OVER THE WORLD.

INCLUDING COFFEE, WINE,  
BEER & COCKTAILS.

BOLTENS FOOD COURT 
IS CLOSE TO KGS. NYTORV. 

YOU WILL FIND OUR COSY AND 
HIDDEN OASIS THROUGH THE 

GATES FROM GOTHERSGADE 8 OR  
STORE KONGENSGADE 17

19 STALLS SERVING FOOD 

FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD. 

INCLUDING COFFEE, WINE, 

BEER & COCKTAILS.

BOLTENS FOOD COURT IS 

CLOSE TO KGS. NYTORV. YOU 

WILL FIND OUR COSY AND 

HIDDEN OASIS THROUGH THE 

GATES FROM GOTHERSGADE 8 

OR STORE KONGENSGADE 17.

www.boltens.dkboltens_foodcourt boltens food court

V I S I T
B O LT E N S  F O O D  C O U R T

F I N D  U S  A T



italian

ONE OF THE MOST UNLIKELY ASPECTS OF THE COPENHAGEN RESTAURANT SCENE IS THE FACT 

THAT IT’S PRECISELY HERE IN EUROPE’S NORTHERN CORNER THAT YOU CAN EXPERIENCE ONE 

OF THE WORLD’S BEST ITALIAN RESTAURANTS. 

About time

era ora

Era Ora, which is centrally located in picturesque  
Christians havn, opened its doors back in 1983, at a time when 
neither Copenhagen’s restaurant scene nor Italian restaurants 
outside Italy were associated with the top of Europe.

As early as 1997, Era Ora was awarded a Michelin star – the 
first Italian restaurant outside Italy to  acquire one. And 
because Era Ora still retains it, this is also the restaurant 
whose star in the world’s most famous travel guide has 
been there without a break for longer than that of any other 
Copenhagen restaurant. Era Ora has also been praised as the 
best Italian restaurant outside Italy.

Era Ora has a legendary reputation for exploring and 
reinterpreting Italian ingredients. But just as legendary is its 
wine cellar, which is reputed to contain 90,000 bottles and 
contains one of the world’s most fabulous collections of Italian 
wine. If you’ve never tried a top-notch Italian restaurant, 
we can only say that it’s time you did – or ”Era Ora”, as the 
Italians would say.

If you can’t get a dinner reservation, it’s recommended that 
you give lunch at Era Ora a try. In all cases it’s advisable to 
reserve a table first.

Address  Era Ora, Overgaden Neden Vandet 33  
www.eraora.dk
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amber

Sponsored content

AMBER IS THE FOSSILISED RESIN OF TREES THAT 

GREW 30-50 MILLION YEARS AGO IN THE ANCIENT 

PINE FORESTS OF THE REGION WE KNOW TODAY 

AS NORTHERN SCANDINAVIA. WHEN ONE OF 

THESE PINES SUSTAINED DAMAGE, ITS RESIN 

WOULD SEEP OUT ONTO THE FOREST FLOOR. OVER 

TIME, THIS RESIN HARDENED AND TURNED INTO 

AMBER – OUR PRECIOUS “NORDIC GOLD”.

house of amber

Ever since its founding in 1933, House of 
Amber has been developing and refining the 
special skills needed for carefully selecting, 
designing and crafting the finest amber 
jewellery. Taking these gemstones as their 
starting point, its skilled goldsmiths and 
designers create both classic and modern 
designs. These designs are unique, and they 
are often set with gold, silver and diamonds.

House of Amber operates three shops in 
Copenhagen, plus the Copenhagen Amber 
Museum. They’re the perfect place if 
you’re looking for gifts that glow with an 
authentically Nordic essence.

The Copenhagen Amber Museum 
is located in Kanneworff ’s House in 
Nyhavn, which is one of Copenhagen’s 
oldest and most charming buildings, 
dating back to 1606. Here, you can do 
such things as explore the insect room 
and get a glimpse of what life might have 
been like in a prehistoric forest.  On 
summer weekdays between 1 p.m. and 
4 p.m., you can also observe House of 
Amber’s skilled goldsmiths at work in the 
museum’s workshop.

Address Kongens Nytorv 2 
www.houseofamber.com

SPECIAL EXHIBITION

The exhibition explores the fabric of fashion

and highlights fashion’s dependence on

the riches of nature.

fashionedfromnature.dk

GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM

13 APRIL –  1 SEPTEMBER  2019
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Fashioned from Nature is based on an exhibition

created by the Victoria and Albert Museum, London



COPENHAGEN’S THREE MOST IMPRESSIVE ART 

COLLECTIONS WERE STARTED BY TWO KINGS OF 

INDUSTRY AND AN ACTUAL KING.

a guide to galleries in copenhagen
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thorvaldsens museum

Denmark’s historically greatest sculptor, Bertel Thorvaldsen 
(1770-1844), is a figure without compare. Although his name 
is liable to evoke only a limited response beyond Denmark’s 
borders, most people will probably recognize the figure of Christ 
that stands in Frue Kirke (Church of Our Lady), as it has been 
reproduced in thousands of versions. Thorvaldsens Museum, 
which is located close to the country’s centre of power, allows 
you to take a look at the heritage and tradition that Thorvaldsen 
left behind. It’s a voyage through neoclassical art which includes 
fascinating references to the entirety of Europe’s cultural treasure 
trove. This attractive museum can be managed in just an hour 
while also offering an immersive experience.

Address Thorvaldsens Museum, Bertel Thorvaldsens Plads 2 
www.thorvaldsensmuseum.dk

the david  
collection

 
Who would have thought you could find one of Europe’s finest collections of 
Islamic art in Copenhagen? It was also rather by accident that the industrialist 
C. L. David, who was of Jewish descent, began to take an interest in Islamic 
art dating back as far as the 8th century. David left a considerable fortune 
to the foundation that runs the collection, which is why it still charges no 
entrance fee. In addition to its Islamic collection, it houses a large collection of 
European art and art from the Danish Golden Age.

Address  Davids Samling (’The David Collection’), Kronprinsessegade 30  
www.davidmus.dk

the glyptotek art museum  
(glyptoteket)

Glyptoteket is an oasis in the heart of Copenhagen which 
houses an outstanding collection of 6000 years of art. The range 
of items includes everything from Egyptian burial treasures, 
mummies, sculptures from ancient Greece and the Roman 
Empire to the museum’s collection of French masterpieces, 
including ones by Gauguin, Monet, Degas and Rodin. Every 
year Glyptoteket mounts major internationally-acclaimed 
special exhibitions containing loan exhibits borrowed from the 
world’s most significant museums.

Address Glyptotek, Dantes Plads 7                                      
www.glyptoteket.com

smk (national gallery 
of denmark)

In various ways, a visit to the SMK (Statens Museum for 
Kunst, literally ‘The National Museum of Art’) is a voyage 
back to the Danish Golden Age. Even as you approach it 
through the beautiful museum garden, you’ll be captivated by 
the sight of the impressive museum building.

The building was constructed in 1896, when the national art 
collection was made homeless following the fire that destroyed 
Christiansborg. Today, it brings together over 700 years of art 
history under its roof. At SMK you’ll find not only outstanding 
Danish art, but also some of the biggest international names 
in art like Picasso and Matisse. However, the museum offers 
something more than a journey back in time. Behind the 

classical façade is the elegant addition dating from 1998, where 
the focus is modern art, including the latest contemporary 
art. SMK has just added a new café run by the restaurateur 
Frederik Bille Brahe, and has a well-stocked shop containing a 
large selection of art books, design, posters and gifts.

Getting there SMK is centrally located, and is within 
walking distance of Nørreport Station. It also stands in 
physical continuation of such other first-class attractions as 
the adjacent Rosenborg Castle and Rosenborg Castle Gardens 
(Kongens Have).

Address SMK, Sølvgade 48-50 
www.smk.dk  

Sponsored content Sponsored content
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the hirschsprung collection

Anyone seeking an exclusive, intimate art 
experience in the heart of Copenhagen 
will discover the Hirschsprung Collection 
(Den Hirschsprungske Samling) to be 
a beautiful and visitor-friendly museum 
containing Danish art from the whole of 
the 19th century. The museum offers an 
introduction to the art of the Danish Golden 
Age and Skagen painters like Christoffer 
Eckersberg, Christen Købke and P.S. 
Krøyer. The museum also houses important 
works by Vilhelm Hammershøi, whom the 
international art world regards as one of 
Denmark’s most esteemed painters.

This internationally-acclaimed museum 
opened in 1911. As its name suggests, 
the collection was created by the tobacco 
manufacturer and art collector Heinrich 
Hirschsprung and his wife Pauline, at a 
time when several major industrial magnates 
were stamping their reputations with their 
impressive art collections. The museum lies 
close to other attractions; it’s a few minutes’ 
walk from Rosenborg Castle Gardens 
(Kongens Have), and a pleasant walk of 20 
minutes or so from Langelinie.

From 7 July, guided tours in English take 
place every Saturday at noon.

Address The Hirschsprung Collection, 
Stockholmsgade 20

www.hirschsprung.dk
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design
copenhagen is a 

centre for design 

of the highest 

quality. here are 

three of its chief 

pillars.

royal copenhagen

Royal Copenhagen was founded in 1775. 
Ever since, its products have been produced 
with a profound respect for tradition and 
the highest standards of craftsmanship. 
Royal Copenhagen is known worldwide for 
its Danish identity, and is famous for both 
maintaining and reinventing the traditions 
of its classic hand-made and hand-painted 
blue and white porcelain.

A visit to Royal Copenhagen’s flagship 
store, which since 1911 has stood in one of 
Copenhagen’s oldest and most beautiful 
Renaissance buildings, takes you on a 
voyage into a world of porcelain. The actual 
building, which dates from 1616, is also an 
attraction in its own right.

Here you’ll find the complete collection of 
hand-painted gift articles and dinnerware, 
including the Flora Danica, one of the 
world’s most prestigious and luxurious 
dinner services whose hand-painted motifs 
feature Nordic flowers and plants from the 
Flora Danica encyclopedia.

When you buy a piece of Royal Copenhagen 
porcelain you’re also buying a piece of 
Denmark’s royal history, plus art and design 
that embodies centuries-long traditions of 
craftsmanship and painting skills.

Address Royal Copenhagen Flagship Store 
Amagertorv 6 
www.royalcopenhagen.com

birger christensen

Birger Christensen is Scandinavia’s leading 
fur and fashion house. Since opening its 
doors on “Strøget” in 1869, the store has 
been constantly evolving, telling new stories 
and offering customers a modern and 
original retail space.

The store’s in-house design department 
is synonymous with high-quality design 
and an uncompromising approach. This 
is what has earned Birger Christensen the 
prestigious title of Purveyor to The Danish 
Royal Family for generations.

Besides housing Birger Christensen’s own 
collection of furs and ready-to-wear brands 
REMAIN and ROTATE, the flagship 
store, which encompasses 700 square metres,  
offers two floors of international high-end 
brands for men and women, representing 
designers such as Celine, Dior, Chloé, 
Valentino, Miu Miu, Givenchy, Lanvin, 
Calvin Klein, The Row and Balmain.

Address Østergade 38 
www.birger-christensen.com

designmuseum danmark

Designmuseum Danmark is housed in one 
of Copenhagen’s finest Rococo buildings, 
which tells an excellent story in itself 
regarding the quality of Danish design. 

The museum was founded in 1890, when 
Denmark’s industrial enterprises were 
celebrating the pre-eminence of their 
products. In the course of the 20th century, 
Danish design – especially furniture 
design – became famous worldwide. See the 
permanent exhibition of the chairs which 
turned Danish design into an international 
love affair that featured both presidents and 
cultural icons.

Sponsored content Sponsored content

As we’ve mentioned, the building – at one 
time a hospital – is an experience in itself. 

In particular, its large green garden is an oasis 
in the city where you’re able to feel as if you’ve 
been transported to another time. The Klint 
Restaurant (Restauranten Klint), named 
after the famous designer Kaare Klint, who 
was responsible for the 1920s interior design 
of the museum, offers sandwiches, hot food, 
wine and freshly ground coffee.

The museum is open till late on 
Wednesdays. Keep an eye out for exhibitions 
and English-language events. 

Address Bredgade 68  
www.designmuseum.dk/en
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history

national museum of denmark  
(nationalmuseet)
travel through the history of denmark

a guide to museums in copenhagen

Meet the Danes 
Meet the Danes and the Vikings at 
the National Museum of Denmark 
and experience world-famous treasures 
that have a starring role in Danish 
history! Welcome to the largest 
museum of Danish culture and history 
- right in the heart of Copenhagen.

Danish culture from the locals 
Take a guided tour with a Dane 
and get a local’s personal view on 
Danish cosiness, happiness and life/
work balance. Are Danes really the 
happiest people in the world? How 
does the Danish royal family manage 
to be so popular? Why are there so 
many cycles in Denmark? Why on 

earth do Danes think it’s safe to 
leave their babies sleeping in prams 
on the street while they are in a café? 
What is that famous Danish liberal-
mindedness all about?

The Vikings are here 
The National Museum’s new and very 
popular exhibition Meet the Vikings 
welcomes visitors to the multifaceted 
universe of the Vikings. The 
exhibition includes one of Denmark’s 
largest treasure troves of gold and 
silver jewellery. Join a guided tour 
and learn more about myth and facts 
about out famous ancestors.

Address Ny Vestergade 10 
www.en.natmus.dk

Other historical museums 

the royal danish arsenal museum (krigsmuseet) 
 
Discover canons, hand weapons, armour, uniforms and formidable swords in Christian IV’s solid 
Renaissance building dating from 1604. 
Address Tøjhusgade 3  www.en.natmus.dk/museums-and-palaces/the-royal-danish-arsenal-museum

rosenborg - the royal danish collection 
 
Visit the famous castle in central Copenhagen and experience 400 years of royal history. It 
houses the crown jewels, royal crowns and coronation chairs. 
Address Øster Voldgade 4A www.kongernessamling.dk/en

danish jewish museum 

The Danish Jewish Museum Exhibition tells the wide-ranging story of 400 years of Jewish life 
in Denmark. 
Address Proviant Passage 6 www.jewmus.dk/en/the-danish-jewish-museum

Sponsored content Sponsored content
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royalty
Why does Denmark have a queen and not a king? 
In 1953, the Danes approved a change to the Constitution 
that allowed King Frederik IX’s eldest daughter to inherit 
the throne. Frederik, who had three daughters, was a 
popular monarch, and there was a widespread public desire 
for Margrethe to become queen. This became a reality in 
1972, when King Frederik died. In the past, the Danish ruler 
has always been a man – with the notable exception in the 
medieval era of Margrethe I.

Does the Queen have political power? 
No. The Queen does not intervene in politics, and no Danish 
ruler has done so since 1920. In theory, the Queen does 
possess political power and is required to sign all laws that are 
passed. But in reality, she is strictly non-political.

When does the Queen retire?
In Denmark – as in many other monarchies – the ruler’s job 
lasts until they die. The 79-year-old Margrethe has repeatedly 
maintained that she will stick to this tradition, although of 
course there’s often speculation about the contrary possibility. 
The only Danish king who abdicated is Erik Lam, who 
renounced the throne in 1146 – in other words, 872 years ago.

Who’ll take over when Margrethe dies?
Crown Prince Frederik, who turned 50 last year, is the first 
in the line of succession. He is the son of Margrethe and 
Henrik, Prince Consort of Denmark, who died last year. 
Frederik has four children and is married to Mary, who comes 
from Australia.

Is Margrethe descended from the Viking kings?
Yes, indeed. Most of Denmark’s earliest kings were Vikings. 
However, Margrethe is not a direct descendant of all the 
kings in the royal line. For example, Frederik VII died 

childless in 1863. That made it necessary to burrow deep 
among the duchies of Germany in order to find a successor to 
the throne whose line of descent could be traced back as far as 
the Danish kings of the 16th century.

Do the Danes like having their queen?
The short answer is: yes. Queen Margrethe is immensely 
popular. Over 70 percent of Danes want to keep their monarchy.

Does the queen live in Amalienborg?
Yes, Amalienborg is the Queen’s home, but very often she’s 
anywhere other than at home. As the Queen of Denmark, 
she naturally has several castles in Denmark and one in 
France. In the summer she usually stays at Fredensborg 
Castle in North Zealand.

Is the Queen of Denmark rich?
Queen Margrethe has a monthly salary of around one million 
euros, which also has to pay for the staff of the court and the 
running costs of the castles. In addition, she has a considerable 
fortune bound up in castles and artworks. This naturally 
makes her very wealthy – indeed, she’s the wealthiest monarch 
in the Nordic region. But compared with the British monarchy 
– not to mention the royal houses of Arabia – the Danish 
monarchy is one of the average middle-class monarchies.

Is the Danish monarchy the world’s oldest?
No. Although this claim is occasionally made in tourist guides 
and brochures, the Danish monarchy is far from being the 
world’s oldest. The Japanese royal house is more than 1000 years 
more ancient. A case can be made that the Danish monarchy 
represents Europe’s oldest continuous kingdom, depending on 
what you define as marking the start of the British monarchy.

To read more visit www.kongehuset.dk

FOR MOST TOURISTS, THE DANISH MONARCHY AND THE 

DANES’ RELATIONSHIP TO THEIR QUEEN ARE A SOURCE 

OF FASCINATION AND CURIOSITY. HERE ARE SOME OF THE 

MOST COMMON QUESTIONS.

the danish monarchy for dummies

Q
ueen M

argrethe

Q
ueen M

argrethe I’s Sarcophagus in R
oskilde
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cafe petersborg 

Cafe Petersborg has been in Bredgade for so many years that the 
Russian city of St Petersburg has altered its name four times while 
the cafe remains largely unchanged. At Bredgade 76, everything is 
old-school and makes a good choice if you want totally traditional 
Danish sandwiches.

Address Bredgade 76                                    www.cafe-petersborg.dk

salt bar & restaurant 

Salt Bar & Restaurant is located at Copenhagen Admiral Hotel in the 
maritime setting of Copenhagen’s waterfront, close to Amalienborg 
Palace. SALT is a modern version of the Parisian brasserie, designed 
by the English architectural firm Conran & Partners. 

Adresss Toldbodgade 24-28.                            www.saltrestaurant.dk

AMALIENBORG PALACE IS LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE HISTORIC FREDERIKSSTAD  DISTRICT, WHICH 

FEATURES NUMEROUS EMBASSIES AND EXPENSIVE ART/DESIGN SHOPS, AS WELL AS A FEW RESTAURANTS 

THAT GIVE YOU EXCELLENT QUALITY FOR YOUR MONEY. HERE ARE SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR AN 

AFFORDABLE LUNCH OR DINNER NEXT DOOR TO THE QUEEN.

next ...to the Queen

Sponsored contentSponsored content

designmuseet’s cafe klint

Even Copenhageners with no interest in design can bring themselves 
to drop in at Designmuseet (’The Design Museum’), Copenhagen’s 
finest Rococo building, which also features a wonderful and verdant 
courtyard. Naturally, there’s also the café, which serves Danish food 
with a ’new Nordic’ twist.

Address Bredgade 68 (300 metres from Amalienborg) 
www.designmuseum.dk/besog-os/cafe

european 
and islamic 
art

www.davidmus.dk

door



strolling through h.c.andersen’s copenhagen

Where Kongens Nytorv 34

What The Hotel d’Angleterre is a place where Hans 
Christian Andersen stayed on several different occasions.

Why The hotel has long been regarded as the most prestigious 
and elegant one in the city, and has been the residence of 
many other notable guests, such as Winston Churchill.

When Every Sunday afternoon, you can treat yourself to the 
Hotel d’Angleterre’s afternoon tea. The magic and the cost 
are worth it, though it’s not cheap.

What Hans Christian Andersen used to live at house No. 20. 
This is where he wrote the fairy tales ‘The Tinderbox’, ‘Little 
Claus and Big Claus’, and ‘The Princess and the Pea’. He also 
lived for twenty years at No. 67, and for two years at No. 18.

Why Especially in the summer, Nyhavn is the perfect place 
to end a long day. Have dinner at one of the cosy restaurants, 
or do as the locals do: buy a beer from a nearby shop and put 
your feet up at the quayside.

When In practice, any time of day.

kongens have 
(rosenborg castle gardens)
an oasis in the centre of the city

What The memorial of Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875) sitting in 
Rosenborg Castle Gardens with a book in his hands. The plinth bears several 
brass reliefs illustrating the Hans Christian Andersen fairy tales ‘The Ugly 
Duckling’ and ‘The Stork’.

Why The huge flowerbeds are a spectacular sight during the summer months. 
They are situated in the country’s oldest royal gardens, which were laid out in 
Renaissance style by Christian IV in the early 1600s.

When Opening hours: The park opens at 7 a.m. The hour of closing varies, but 
the gardens are always open until at least 9 p.m.

the royal danish theatre
the stage of kings and queens 

Where Kongens Nytorv 9 
What The Royal Danish Theatre, which played a huge role 
in Hans Christian Andersen’s life. The inauguration of what 
today we call the Old Stage took place in 1874. Here, both 
operas and ballets were given ample scope.

Why The Old Stage (Den Gamle Scene) at Kongens Nytorv 
features a richly decorated 17th-century theatre auditorium 
that many consider one of the most beautiful in Europe. The 
philosopher Søren Kierkegaard was also a frequent visitor here.

When See www.kglteater.dk for information regarding guided tours.

THIS YEAR MARKS THE 200TH ANNIVERSARY OF HANS 

CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN’S ARRIVAL IN COPENHAGEN. SO 

TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PAY A VISIT TO ANDERSEN’S 

COPENHAGEN. WHAT IS A CITY TODAY WAS ONLY A SMALL 

TOWN 200 YEARS AGO, SO MOST OF THESE SITES ARE 

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF THE CITY CENTRE.

hans
hotel d’angleterre
a historic hotel

nyhavn
a copenhagen classic

Where Kapelvej 4 – Accessible from multiple directions.

What Denmark’s best known cemetery, Copenhagen’s 
Assistens Cemetery is the final resting place of Hans 
Christian Andersen and such other famous Danes as the 
philosopher Søren Kierkegaard.

Why Today, the cemetery is one of the Nørrebro district’s 
lushest and most interesting green oases, a place where both 
locals and visitors like to take a stroll.

When Opening hours: 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. 

assistens kirkegaard  
(assistens cemetery)  
the final resting place 
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What’s what: A guide to the districts of Copenhagen
WHAT ARE THE DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH OF COPENHAGEN’S DISTRICTS? 

HERE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW.

district
nørrebro 

Where: Nørrebro is the western part of central Copenhagen. 
The neighbourhood starts immediately beyond the lakes at 
Queen Louise Bridge (Dronning Louisesbro). And just past the 
bridge – five minutes’ walk from the centrally located Nørreport 
Station – you can sense the difference in the atmosphere.

What is Nørrebro like? Nørrebro is Copenhagen’s most 
multi-ethnic neighbourhood, but you have to go as far as Ydre 
Nørrebro (’Outer Nørrebro’) 3-4 kilometres along Nørrebrogade 
before mosques and signs that are written solely in Arabic mark 

its transformation into something truly exotic. Nørrebro is also 
populated by many students and alternative subcultures. The area 
north of Nørrebrogade – which lies on your left if you’re entering 
it from the city centre – has the reputation of being the most 
gentrified part.

Most important roads: Everything revolves around Nørrebrogade 
with regard to what is the right place  to eat kebabs and falaffels. 
Some sections of the street are closed to passenger cars.

Landmarks: Nørrebro contains Denmark’s most important cemetery. 
H.C. Andersen and Søren Kirkegaard (among other notables) are 
buried here. The hip Jægersborggade is also worth a visit.

find the map 
on page 80
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For generations, H. Skjalm P. has been the place 
for Copenhageners to get their hands on the 
latest domestic furnishings, high-quality design and 
kitchen utensils.

The store was established in 1953 in the historic 
surroundings of Nikolaj Plads by Hagbarth Skjalm 
Petersen and his wife Lisbeth Westergaard. Since 
then, H. Skjalm P. has evolved into a well-regarded 
international design company focusing on interiors 
and high-quality domestic design.

H. SKJALM P. ·  NIKOLAJ PLADS 9 · 1067 KØBENHAVN K ·  +45 33 11 82 00
monday to friday: 10 - 18 ·  saturday: 10 - 17 ·  sunday: closed ·  www.hskjalmp.dk

Go on a journey of discovery across 
two floors that feature the latest 
international trends in domestic 
interiors and domestic design, plus 
a complete range of equipment for 
both kitchen and table.

We look forward to seeing you in the 
store at Nikolaj Plads in Copenhagen. 
And if time is short, visit our web 
shop to see H. Skjalm P. exclusive 
designs, as well as selected items 
from the inventory of our store.

The one place you don’t wanna miss



Where? Vesterbro begins immediately beyond the far side 
of Rådhuspladsen, and parts of the district are therefore very 
centrally located in the city.

What is Vesterbro like? Vesterbro is the Copenhagen district 
that has changed the most during the past 30 years – specifically, 
from an impoverished, run-down working-class neighbourhood 
to a district inhabited by hipsters and families with children. 

Most important roads: Vesterbrogade and Istedgade.

Landmarks: Kødbyen (’The meat district’) has become a hub 
for nightlife and restaurants. Carlsberg and its visitor centre 
are also located in Vesterbro.

østerbro

Where: Østerbro is the northern part of Copenhagen 
municipality, incorporating the northern part of the harbour 
plus Fælledparken and the boundary to the north that it 
shares with Hellerup.

What is Østerbro like? Østerbro has a reputation as a 
prosperous district with many upper middle-class residents. 
In the rest of Denmark, Østerbro is synonymous with families 
whose organically fed children lead a first-class lifestyle. 
Østerbro is also where many embassies are located, such as 
those of the USA, UK and Russia.

Most important roads: Østerbrogade is the main shopping street. 
Lyngbyvej carries the most traffic out of town heading north.

Landmarks: Fælledparken – Copenhagen’s largest park  – 
and Parken, the national football stadium. Langelinie and the 
Little Mermaid are technically also situated in Østerbro, but 
those are near the city centre.

frederiksberg

christianshavn and holmen

Where: Christianshavn is geographically a part of Amager, 
though you’ll never get one of its inhabitants to admit this. 
Holmen lies north of Christianshavn and was previously a closed 
naval area. Christianshavn is located directly opposite the city 
centre on the other side of the water.

Most important roads: Torvegade is the main road for vehicles. In-
derhavnsbroen (’the inner-harbour bridge’), which is designated for 
cyclists and pedestrians, connects the city centre to Christianshavn.

What is Christianshavn like? Christianshavn also has the 
reputation of being the home of alternative lifestyles, not least 
because of Christiania. But large parts of Christianshavn 
– and Holmen in particular – are also both expensive and 
exclusive.

Landmarks: Christiania is one of Denmark’s biggest tourist 
attractions (see page 19). Our Saviour Church and Christian’s 
Church are historic and architectural landmarks. Meanwhile, 
the food market at Inderhavnsbroen and Reffen are also 
significant draws.

 
vesterbro

Where: Frederiksberg is a green island and independent 
municipality which is surrounded by Copenhagen. The inner part 
of Frederiksberg begins where the lakes terminate to the south.

What is Frederiksberg like? There’s a reason for Frederiksberg 
being an independent municipality. People here are very 
conscious of themselves, and uniquely, the district has been 
governed by conservative administrations for over 100 years.

Most important roads: Gammel Kongevej is a good way to enter 
Frederiksberg. Falkoner Allé cuts transversely across the district.

Landmarks: The Zoological Garden, Frederiksberg Garden 
and Søndermarken are green landmarks in Frederiksberg. 
Frederiksberg Allé, which leads to Frederiksberg Have 
(’Frederiksberg Garden’), is the most stately and Paris-like 
street in Copenhagen.
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frb
 frederiksberg
 THE GREEN HEART OF THE CITY

Frederiksberg is a fashionable district of Copenhagen which offers excellent 
shopping possibilities and green spaces. It’s more upscale than Nørrebro and 
Vesterbro. The district contains a street full of food retailers and French character 
– Værnedamsvej – on the border between Frederiskberg and Vesterbro. It’s a 
gourmet’s paradise with specialist cheese, wine, fish and chocolate shops, as well 
as cafés and grocers. Frederiksberg is also a green oasis that includes Frederiksberg 
Gardens, the romantic Garden of the Faculty of Life Sciences, and the park 
known as Søndermarken. Copenhagen Zoo is also located in Frederiksberg.

amager and ørestad

Where: Technically, Amager is the entirety of the island 
south of Copenhagen, along with the airport and the 
uninhabited Vestamager. The Copenhagen part of Amager 
starts just where Christianshavn ends. Ørestad is the new 
district on the western part of Amager.

Most important roads: Amagerbrogade is the main shopping 
street. Amager Strandvej is up-and-coming, and sucks in all 
of Copenhagen during fine weather in the summer.

What is Amager like? Formerly, Amager had the unsavoury 
reputation of being Copenhagen’s rubbish dump. Today, 
however, several parts of it have become gentrified, but the 
island is large enough that you can find everything here, 
including the original and the off-kilter.

Landmarks: Amager Strandpark is a large recreational area 
with many activities in the summer. (Take the metro to 
Øresund or Amager Strand). Ørestad and the mega-shopping 
centre Field’s are modern landmarks, while Amager Fælled is a 
large and unique natural area that lies close to Copenhagen.
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frederiksberg’s top 5

FIVE GOOD REASONS TO VISIT 

COPENHAGEN’S GREEN OASIS: 

værnedamsvej 
copenhagen’s paris street 

Værnedamsvej is known as Frederiksberg’s 
‘Parisian’ street. Here, cafés rub shoulders with 
specialty stores like wine shops, delis and a couple 
of good restaurants.

www.visitcopenhagen.com/copenhagen/vaernedamsvej

copenhagen zoo
a world-class zoo

Copenhagen Zoo, located in the district of Frederiksberg, is one 
of Denmark’s most popular attractions. It’s also a world-class 
zoo. This isn’t just on account of its 4000 animals and 233 
different species. The zoo has made much of both its interior 
design and architecture, including Norman Foster’s famous 
Elephant House. 

Address Roskildevej 32  www.zoo.dk/en

central hotel
the world’s smallest hotel

Central Hotel lies on the boundary between Frederiksberg and 
Vesterbro. What makes it special is that it only has one room for 
guests. It’s located above a cosy café.

Address Tullinsgade 1 www.centralhotelogcafe.dk

Sponsored content

Go underground for a breathtaking subterranean exhibition 
experience at Cisternerne – a former 19th-century water reservoir 
which today is a unique and spectacular setting for art interventions 
and events. Cisternerne are located in the middle of Søndermarken, 
one of the capital's most beautiful parks. Here, beneath its verdant 
lawns, lies concealed an underground world of colonnades and 
stalactites that is reminiscent of forgotten cathedrals and gloomy 
catacombs. Each year, a new artist is invited to transform its spaces 
into a sensory art experience that goes beyond the ordinary. 

Back in the daylight above, you can walk in H. C. Andersen's 
footsteps along to Bakkehuset and get a unique and authentic 
glimpse of the Golden Age (1800-1850).

Throughout the summer, it will stage the exhibition Women Who 
Write, featuring Jane Austen. This museum of literary and cultural 
history is set in a romantic garden. Also adjacent is a culinary 
orangery, which during the summer months serves coffee, cakes, 
dainty sandwiches (smørrebrød) and good beer.

Address Søndermarken & Rahbeks Allé 23 
www.cisternerne.dk  /  www.bakkehusmuseet.dk

cisternerne & bakkehuset
a subterranean art experience and 
the Danish Golden Age
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air
dragør

Dragør Harbour and Old Town comprise 
a unique gem that is situated directly south 
of the airport. The labyrinthine Old Town 
neighbourhood with its charming (and 
in many cases thatched) houses is so well 
preserved that it was used as the backdrop 
for the Christmas calendar on Danish 
television a couple of years ago. The old 
part of the town dates from the heyday of 
the sailing ship in the late 1700s and the 
beginning of the 19th century, when Dragør 
was one of Denmark’s most important 
ports. Although the town is small, you can 
easily spend a long time immersing yourself 
in its narrow streets.

All of Copenhagen is aware of the harbour 
as a day-trip destination, but it isn’t overrun 
because the town lies on the southern tip 
of the island of Amager. Here there is fine 
dining to be had, and – not least – the 
opportunity to consume an ice cream at 
the harbour. Note also the presence of the 
fishing cutter Elisabeth K571, which has 
been turned into a floating museum. 

By taxi, Dragør is 10 minutes from the 
airport terminals, or 20 minutes away if you 
take the municipal bus (route 35). Note that 
the buses operate on a reduced timetable on 
weekend evenings. 

what is there 

to do near the 

airport?
MANY AIRPORTS LIE 

DISTANT FROM CITY 

CENTRES AND ARE 

SURROUNDED ONLY 

BY CAR PARKS AND 

WAREHOUSES. THIS IS 

NOT THE CASE WITH 

COPENHAGEN. HERE 

WE HIGHLIGHT A FEW 

REWARDING HOURS’ 

WORTH OF THINGS TO 

SEE OR DO THAT LIE JUST 

AROUND THE CORNER 

FROM THE AIRPORT.

Other destinations close to the airport

the blue planet

Northern Europe’s largest aquarium has a rainforest area, sea 
otters and an impressive ocean aquarium with hammerhead 
sharks, and is within walking distance of Terminal 3 of the airport.

Address Jacob Fortlingsvej 1, Kastrup www.denblaaplanet.dk 
 

 

kastrup søbad (kastrup sea bath)

Just half an hour’s walk from Terminal 3 (or 5 minutes by 
taxi) you’ll find the Kastrup Sea Bath, a handsome and 
dramatic structure. It offers an opportunity to soak up the sun 
or take a dip in the Øresund strait on a hot summer’s day. It’s 
open every day during daylight hours.

Address Amager Strandvej 301

 
 
  
 

Eat! Recently, a number of new restaurants have opened in Copenhagen Airport before the security checkpoint. So if you don’t 
want to leave the confines of the airport, today you’ll find both a gastropub and a rawfood restaurant in Terminal 2.

Sponsored content Sponsored content
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museum amager 
 
Museum Amager is situated in Store Magleby, which lies a 
kilometre or two further inland than Dragør. However, it’s 
still less than 15 minutes by taxi from the airport terminals. 
The museum presents a vivid picture of life in the countryside 
here, which was settled by Dutch farmers in the 17th century. 
This is especially so in July, when farmhands and maids invite 
children – indeed, anyone who’s young at heart – to take part 
in the many tasks that needed to be done on a farm in around 
1900.

Address Hovedgaden 4, Store Magleby (Dragør) 
 www.museumamager.dk 



gigs
Meet Genghis Khan in Copenhagen
WHEN: UNTIL 9 SEPTEMBER

WHERE: NATIONALMUSEET (NATIONAL MUSEUM), NY VESTERGADE 10

Mongolia is a long way from Denmark, but Danes and Mongols have neverthe-
less been more involved with each other than you might think. Historians are 
still out on the question of whether King Valdemar Sejr’s troops encountered 
the vanguard of Genghis Kahn’s horsemen during King Valdemar’s eastern 
campaign of exactly 800 years ago. But one thing’s for sure: the National 
Museum houses one of the world’s finest collections centring on Mongolian 
ethnography. The collection consists of artifacts gathered by Henning 
Haslund-Christensen, who ventured out and acquired cultural treasures from 
the Mongols during 1936-1939, taking back to the National Museum every-
thing from ordinary domestic items to ritual objects. They can be seen in the 
museum together with stunning new finds, including a mummy that may have 
been one of Genghis Khan’s warriors.

www.tinyurl.com/gkhan-natmus

Copenhagen Summer Festival
WHEN: 28 JULY - 7 AUGUST

WHERE: CHARLOTTENBORG FESTSAL, KONGENS NYTORV

The classical music scene in Copenhagen takes off in the autumn and winter, 
but the Copenhagen Summer Festival now provides an opportunity at the 
height of the summer to enjoy chamber music played by some well-established 
names and youthful talents. The event takes place amid beautiful surround-
ings at Charlottenborg, which stands next to Kongens Nytorv and Nyhavn. 
On 29 July, and every weekday evening on the following ten days, a concert 
takes place at 19:30 (16:30 on the weekends). The festival offers a diverse 
programme of Danish and non-Danish chamber music. It’s potentially an 
unforgettable cultural highlight of your visit to Copenhagen.

www.copenhagensummerfestival.dk

What’s on in the late summer and autumn of 2019 
COPENHAGEN TAKES ON A DIFFERENT VIBE AFTER SAINT JOHN’S EVE (23 JUNE) AND THE ARRIVAL OF THE 

LATE SUMMER. THE PACE OF THE CITY SLOWS DOWN A LITTLE AS THE SEASON FOR ANNUALLY RECURRING 

EVENTS LIKE THE COPENHAGEN COOKING AND FOOD FESTIVAL BEGINS.
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Fashion week
WHEN: 7-10 AUGUST

WHERE: THROUGHOUT THE CITY

Copenhagen is the Nordic fashion capital, as everyone who 
does not live in Stockholm agrees. The fashion industry is 
a billion-dollar business here. That becomes apparent from 
the streetscape twice a year during Fashion Week, when 
the streets are full of ultra-hip men and women all trying to 
look like their industry’s most important and trend-setting 
individuals. However, there are also open-access events that 
will appeal to all those who have no connection with the 
fashion industry. In parallel with its professional platform, 
Copenhagen Fashion Week offers an open programme packed 
with shows, events, exhibitions, talks and more for visitors 
and native Copenhageners alike.

www.copenhagenfashionweek.com

Ms. Lauryn Hills in Tivoli
WHEN: 9 AUGUST AT 22:00

WHERE: TIVOLI, VESTERBROGRADE

Friday rock in Tivoli is the setting for some of Copenhagen’s 
most popular outdoor concerts. The majority of the pro-
gramme is made up of Danish artists, who scarcely generate 
much interest among foreigners. But for Danes and foreigners 
alike, this year’s big Tivoli concert has to be the one featuring 
Ms. Lauryn Hills, who will be coming by on 9 August. Ms. 
Lauryn Hill’s breakthrough was with The Fugees, and two 
decades ago she took the world by storm as a solo artist with 

her groundbreaking album The Miseducation of Lauryn 
Hill, which also brought her no fewer than 10 Grammy 
nominations and 5 statuettes. It should also be noted that the 
American singer Jason Derulo will be coming by the week 
following, on Friday, 16 August.

www.fredagsrock.dk/en

Copenhagen Pride
WHEN: 13-18 AUGUST 2019

WHERE: THROUGHOUT COPENHAGEN 

Copenhagen’s Pride Week, which celebrates the rights 
achieved by homosexuals and transgender people, has gained 
a reputation as a big citywide party that leaves its stamp on 
large areas in the form of ubiquitous rainbow flags. Copen-
hageners regard it as a point of honour that Copenhagen 
Pride should be an open and inclusive party which the entire 

city supports and anyone can participate in. For an entire 
week, Rådhuspladsen is transformed into ‘Copenhagen Pride 
Square’. To follow the big parade that takes place on Saturday, 
17 August makes for a fun and festive experience. The people 
of Copenhagen are also getting ready for their city to host the 
large WorldPride event in 2021. 

www.copenhagenpride.dk

Copenhagen Cooking And  
Food Festival
WHEN: 23 AUGUST - 1 SEPTEMBER

WHERE: THROUGHOUT THE CITY

It goes without saying that Copenhagen must have a big food 
festival, and it’s natural for this to take place in the late sum-
mer, when Denmark’s fields and gardens abound with fruits, 
vegetables, herbs and a whole lot more seasonal produce.

The food festival has grown into an annual event that re-
ceives 80,000 visitors, and its activities range from refined 
tastings to inclusive events that have a broad appeal. The 
hub of the Copenhagen Cooking & Food Festival is situ-
ated in Israels Plads, and it organises all kinds of food-re-
lated activities during the 10-day festival. A significant 
event is staged at the beginning of the festival, when the 
beautiful Fredensberg Allé becomes the dedicated setting 
for a table that is 500 metres long and seats 1400 diners.

www.copenhagencooking.com
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The Danish Golden Age
WHEN: AUGUST 24 - DECEMBER 8, 2019

WHERE: STATENS MUSEUM FOR KUNST (NATIONAL GALLERY 

OF DENMARK), SØLVGADE 48-50

When Danes mention the “Golden Age”, it is typically 
neither a political golden age nor an economic one that is 
being referred to, but a period in the early 1800s which saw 
a flowering of Danish art. This is where we meet writers like 
H.C. Andersen and Søren Kierkegaard, or the sculptor Bertel 
Thorvaldsen. But primarily, we think of the paintings depict-
ing Denmark when it was at its most beautiful and fairy-tale, 
before it was hit by great national traumas like its military 

defeat of 1864, in which Denmark lost some of its territory to 
Germany. From 24 August, you can experience the biggest 
exhibition yet of Golden Age art at Statens Museum for 
Kunst. The museum is displaying works by 40 of the greatest 
artists of the period, such as Christen Købke, C.W. Eckers-
berg, Elisabeth Jerichau-Baumann and Constantin Hansen.

www.smk.dk/en/exhibition/danish-golden-age-art

The Day of the Herring
WHEN: AUGUST 31, 2019, AT. 11:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

WHERE: THE OLD HARBOUR AT DRAGØR

Would you like a taste of a genuine Danish folk festival that’s 
just 10 minutes’ drive from the airport and about 40 minutes 
away from central Copenhagen? If so, help to celebrate 
Sildens Dag (‘The Day of the Herring’) in the old fishing 
town of Dragør, which annually celebrates the species with 
music, draught beer and lots of herring-based and other fish 
dishes in a large tent at the harbour.

For Danes, the pickled herring is a staple ingredient in 
any large lunch, and the Danes’ love of the fish goes back 
hundreds of years. Dragør’s Sildens Dag is a faint echo of 
the great herring markets of the medieval period along the 
Øresund strait, where the density of the fish was so great that 
you could just shovel them up into your boat.

www.sildensdag.dk

Culture Night
WHEN: 11 OCTOBER

WHERE: CITY-WIDE

When autumn comes knocking, Danes are not much inclined 
to venture out in the evenings. Compared with other cities, 
Copenhagen’s galleries, libraries and museums close relatively 
early – and perhaps for that reason, all the stops are pulled out 
when once a year, Copenhageners go out and throw them-
selves into an extraordinary cultural phenomenon that takes 

place into the small hours. On Culture Night, all cultural 
institutions stay open till late, and even the Folketing (i.e. 
Parliament) opens its doors to the masses. Indeed, the 
Folketing and Copenhagen City Hall are among those 
places that Copenhageners traditionally gather on Culture 
Night. A badge – the so-called ’culture pass’ – gives access 
to all those activities that do not require prior reservations.

Check out the various events here:

www.kulturnatten.dk/en/Culture-night
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radar, thanks to its staging of a large Picasso exhibition. The 
exhibition focuses on the relationship between the artist 
and the model. Picasso portrays the respective complexity 
of desire and the gaze as being powerful drivers when he 
paints the relationship between the artist and the model. 
The exhibition is the fruit of a unique collaboration with the 
Musée national Picasso-Paris.

www.arken.dk

Hallowe’en and Christmas in Tivoli
WHEN: HALLOWE’EN IN TIVOLI: 11 OCTOBER - 3 NOVEMBER

CHRISTMAS IN TIVOLI: 16 NOVEMBER 2019 - 5 JANUARY 2020 

WHERE: TIVOLI, VESTERBROGADE

On 22 September, Tivoli’s summer season comes to an end. 
But if you have the good fortune to be in Copenhagen in 
October or at the end of the year, you may hit the weeks 
when the garden reopens for Hallowe’en (which has become 
a ‘Danish’ festival in just a few years) or Christmas – which 
actually starts in mid-November. Besides the garden’s usual 

amusements and the beautiful architecture, you can enjoy 
stunning decorations that are based on pumpkins and ghosts 
at Halloween, and a minor army of elves and trolls plus arti-
ficial snow at Christmas. In any event, it feels incredibly cosy 
and atmospheric to be experiencing the garden during the 
early nightfalls of a Danish autumn and winter.

www.tivoligardens.com/en/saesoner/halloween 
www.tivoligardens.com/en/saesoner/jul

cph pix
WHEN: 14 - 17 NOVEMBER

WHERE: CINEMAS THROUGHOUT THE CITY

CPH PIX is Denmark’s largest movie festival, screening 
more than 150 of the latest titles from all over the world. It 
doesn’t have the glamour associated with Cannes or Berlin, 
and it offers no scope for mocking film stars standing on a red 
carpet. On the other hand, it does enable you to see some of 

the best, most courageous and most eye-opening films around 
that you wouldn’t otherwise find in Danish cinemas. In 
addition to the movie screenings, there will be workshops and 
debates, plus a big programme of activities for children. This 
year’s CPH PIX festival will be the eleventh.

See the programme here: 
www.cphpix.dk

European Championship  
qualifying match between  
Denmark and Switzerland
WHEN: 12 OCTOBER 

WHERE: PARKEN (‘THE PARK’ SOCCER STADIUM)

Will Denmark’s national soccer team take part in the European 
Championship in 2020? This, of course, is the big question that 
Danish football fans will be taking an interest in during the 
autumn of 2019. This is partly because of the prospect of Co-
penhagen becoming the setting for some of the matches in the 
final round, which has generated something akin to a popular 
insistence that Denmark absolutely have to qualify. They haven’t 
exactly got off to a flying start in their qualifying group, where 
Ireland are currently leading. And it’s obvious that the home 
game against Switzerland on 12 October will be a key contest.

Denmark’s home games have a reputation for being rather a 
tame affair, but in the past few years their vibe has risen above 
their previous reputation.

Keep an eye out for available tickets on  
www.billet.dbu.dk

Picasso at Arken
WHEN: 12 OCTOBER, 2019 – 23 FEBRUARY, 2020

WHERE: ARKEN (‘THE ARK’), SKOVVEJ 100, ISHØJ

Arken, the museum of modern art southwest of Copenhagen, 
has for years been somewhat overshadowed by the better-
known museum of Louisiana which lies to the north of 
Copenhagen. This may seem a little unfair. Arken is a highly 
contemporary and beautifully situated museum, and is less 
crowded than Louisiana. However, in the autumn of 2019 
Arken stands a good chance of showing up on Copenhageners’ 
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vikings

Is “Vikings” correct?
Did you go crazy for the TV 
series Vikings about Ragnar 
Lodbrok and his sons? You 
probably won’t be surprised 
to know that it was neither a 
documentary nor a historical 
drama. But the series was 
well made, including from a 
historical perspective.

Was any of “Vikings” 
set in Copenhagen?
No. And that’s historically 
accurate, because 
Copenhagen was scarcely 
even a village during the 
time of the Vikings. The 
series also takes a pretty 
loose approach to place 
names – and Kattegat is the 
name of a body of water, not 
a city. However, going by 
the landscape and the story, 
Kattegat is definitely located 
in southern Norway.

Is Queen Margrethe 
descended from 
Ragnar Lodbrok?
If you consider Ragnar 
Lodbrok to be a historical 
figure, then the answer 

is certainly yes. The first 
historical Danish king, 
Gorm the Old, was probably 
the third- or fourth-
generation descendant of 
Sigurd Snake-in-the-Eye, 
Lodbrok’s son, whom we 
know from the series.

Apart from that, is the 
series faithful to the 
story?
There’s no doubt that the 
scriptwriters of the series 
delved quite deeply into 
the history of the Vikings, 
but they also took some 
great liberties. The Danish 
sources for this part of 
the Viking period were 
composed many hundreds 
of years later, so a bit of 
improvising was definitely 
allowable. Now and again, 
however, there are some 
glaring anachronisms: for 
example, Sweyn Forkbeard 
gets mentioned, even 
though he lived several 
centuries later – but it’s 
impossible to say if the 
writers were aware of this.

Keep an eye out for the Viking ship 

If you keep your eyes open, you’ll get the 
opportunity to spot a real Viking ship. At 30 
metres, Havhingsten fra Glendalough (‘The Sea 
Stallion from Glendalough’) is the world’s 
longest reconstructed Viking ship. Each summer 
the vessel goes on a cruise, with up to 60 
volunteers spending their summer holidays as 
guests aboard the ship. 

 
  

national museum of denmark

From ancient times, all archaeological finds in 
Denmark have belonged to the king, and more 
recently to the state. The finest of these are to 
be found at the National Museum of Denmark, 
which has a permanent Viking room containing 
jewellery, weapons, ritual objects and objects 
relating to the day-to-day lives of the Vikings.

Where Ny Vestergade 10, Copenhagen. 
www.en.natmus.dk

WELCOME TO THE LAND OF THE VIKING. IF 

YOU ARE CRAZY ABOUT VIKINGS, THERE 

ARE MASSES OF THINGS TO SEE, RANGING 

FROM ACTUAL VIKING SHIPS TO TOTALLY 

UNAUTHENTIC  – BUT STILL FUN – THINGS 

TO REMEMBER FROM COPENHAGEN.

Read about The Viking Ship Museum  
and Roskilde on page 76. 

Sponsored content
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drive
tisvilde 
the place to study  
Copenhagen’s creative class

The seaside towns along the northern 
coast of Zealand are arranged  like 
pearls on a string. All the seaside 
towns have their particular clienteles 
and boosters, but for the past 20 
years there’s been a consensus among 
Copenhagen’s cultural and media elites 
that Tisvilde is the place to be seen.

And it’s true that the old fishing 
village has a certain charm thanks to 
Helenekilde, the beautiful, classically 
styled seaside hotel, as well as its several 
kilometres of sandy beaches which have 
the forest as their closest backdrop. 

If  you’re out to study the Copenhagen 
elite as they give their fashion-forward 
children, sunglasses and sports cars 
an airing – and you may even hope to 
catch a glimpse of the crown prince 
– then week 29 (15-22 July) is the 
perfect time to come to Tisvilde. Once 
you’ve finished your observation of 
well-known Copenhageners, a walk 
along the coast is to be recommended.

Getting there: Outside of the rush 
hour, Tisvilde is an hour’s drive from 
the airport. Feel like taking a boat 
ride? If so, drive to Sølager, catch the 
little ferry to Kulhuse and take the 
scenic route across the Hornsherred 

peninsula back to Copenhagen. 
The crossing takes a ’dizzying’ eight 
minutes, and the ferry operates until 
the end of September during the 
daylight hours.

knuthenborg safari park
The Tigers on Lolland

The island of Lolland, a couple of 
hours’ drive south of Copenhagen, 
has many impressive manor houses, 
but the best-known among them is 
undoubtedly Knuthenborg. Back in 
the 1960s, the owner of the property 
decided to import exotic animals 
which were allowed to walk around 
in the huge castle garden, and 
Knuthenborg has been the district’s 
biggest attraction ever since. Here 
you can drive completely inside the 
enclosures, which contain tigers, 
giraffes and rhinos. Something new 
that arrived in 2018 was a dinosaur 
forest. However, what it contains is 
actually some realistic-looking robots.

Getting there: The trip takes an hour 
and 45 minutes, which to foreigners 
may not seem too bad. But in eastern 
Denmark it’s almost the greatest  
distance you can drive without 
crossing one of the main bridges.

More info www.knuthenborg.dk/en

dragsholm slot 
(dragsholm castle)
Ghosts and Michelin stars

Dragsholm Castle in western Zealand 
dates back to the 13th century and has 
naturally witnessed many dramatic 
events. During renovation work 
in 1910, a walled-up woman was 
discovered, fuelling the presumption 
that it must be one of the most haunted 
places in Europe. But last year, the 
castle came under the media spotlight 
for a different reason: the awarding of 
a Michelin star to the castle’s gourmet 
restaurant. However, there’s also a 
somewhat more budget-friendly bistro, 
and you can visit the castle for one of 
the historic tours that take place there 
every Saturday and Sunday.

Getting there: Outside the rush hour, 
from Copenhagen Airport the drive 
takes 1 hour and 15 minutes. The area 
is also known for its beaches, such as 
those at Ordrup or Gudmindrup Lyng.

More info www.en.dragsholm-slot.dk/

Do you feel like taking a trip out of town? 
HIRING A CAR AT COPENHAGEN AIRPORT IS STRAIGHTFORWARD, AND THERE 

ARE MANY RENTAL COMPANIES THAT WILL BE EAGER TO OBLIGE YOU.

WE HAVE FIVE DESTINATIONS FOR YOU THAT ARE WORTH THE DRIVE AND 

ARE EASILY MANAGEABLE IN A DAY. AFTER ALL, DENMARK IS NOT THAT 

ENORMOUS...

møns klint
The White Cliffs of Denmark
 

Denmark is a very flat country, but when you get to the 
little island of Møn, you’ll immediately notice that there’s 
something unusual. The image of the chalk-white cliff, the 
blue sea and the green forest extending right down to the 
edge of the cliff is emblematic of the Danish landscape. The 
white cliffs formed from the coral reefs that existed here 75 
million years ago. The island of Møn and the surrounding 
islets have been designated by UNESCO as Denmark’s first 
biosphere reserve, thanks to its unique natural characterisics. 
The ‘capital’ of Møn is the cosy little town of Stege, which 
celebrates its 750th anniversary this year.

Getting there: It takes an hour and 40 minutes to drive from 
Copenhagen Airport to Møns Klint. You have to drive across 
a small bridge between Zealand and Møn, but there’s no toll 
fee. The final stretch of the road is highly picturesque.

More info www.moensklint.dk

stevns klint 
UNESCO World Heritage Site near Copenhagen

Just over an hour’s drive from Copenhagen lies Stevns Klint 
(Stevns Cliff), which is the tip of a peninsula that projects 
right out into the Baltic Sea. During the Cold War it was 
feared that this would be the spot where a Soviet-led invasion 
of Denmark would take place. This is why you’ll find 
Stevnsfortet (‘Stevns Fort’) here, which today is a museum 
that is dedicated to this period. However, the most impressive 
places are Stevns Klint and the Højerup church, which for 
decades has looked as if it is about to topple down the cliff 
and be swallowed up by the sea.

Getting there: Usually, it ought not to take more than an 
hour’s drive except during the evening rush hour, when you 
should allow an extra 30 minutes. On the way, do yourself 
the favour of visiting the cosy medieval town of Køge, or the 
small fishing village of Rødvig right next to Stevns Klint.

More info www.kalklandet.dk/english
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north
kronborg - prince hamlet’s castle 
visit the castle of hamlet
“to be, or not to be”
 
Kronborg is the place where Denmark is closest to Skåne (also 
called Scania in English). Today, Skåne is part of Sweden, 
but for more than 600 years it was part of Denmark. And the 
narrow strait is not merely beautiful. It has had tremendous 
strategic significance in world history. Here, for centuries 
Denmark’s kings were able to levy the toll that financed both 
the castle and those works of art which haven’t been stolen by 
the Swedish king Karl Gustav, who captured the castle in 1660.

Kronborg plays a huge role in Danes’ perception of themselves, 
and down in the casemates the figure of Holger Danske sits in 
a deep sleep that will be interrupted when Denmark finds itself 
in a dire predicament. The gloomy casemates still leave visitors 
feeling equal degrees of horror and fascination.

From June to August, Prince Hamlet and his dysfunctional 
family take up residence in Kronborg Castle in the  Kronborg 
Live theatrical experience, and you can watch scenes from the 
notorious drama taking place right in front of you in the very 
setting that was specified by Shakespeare. 

 www.kronborg.dk

The North Zealand of   the Kings
 

ALTHOUGH YOUR TIME IN COPENHAGEN MAY BE LIMITED, THERE MIGHT BE MANY GOOD 

REASONS FOR YOU TO TAKE A TRIP NORTH OF COPENHAGEN. NORTHERN ZEALAND 

(‘NORDSJÆLLAND’) IS MORE THAN A PLAYGROUND FOR ROYALTY AND THE WEALTHY. IT’S A 

PLACE WHERE YOU CAN ALSO EXPERIENCE NATURE AND VISIT WORLD HERITAGE LOCATIONS. 

Sponsored contentThe world’s 
OLDEST  

amusement park

• Take the train or your car to the world’s  
 oldest and Denmark’s funniest amusement  
 park – 10 minutes north of Copenhagen.

• Buy a wristband and get free access to  
 32 exciting rides!

• More than 30 entertaining games and  
 competitions.

• At Bakken there are countless restaurants,  
 taverns, fast-food and ice-cream bars.

• Ride in a carriage in the beautiful woods,  
 buy a picnic basket with delicious food and  
 enjoy in the middle of the greenery.

Dyrehavevej 62 • 2930 Klampenborg
Tlf. +45 3996 2096 • bakken.dk/english 

- in the middle of the woods

SUMMER SEASON April 12th - Sep. 8thFALL SEASON October 12th - 20thCHRISTMAS SEASONFridays, Saturdays & SundaysNov. 22nd - Dec. 22nd

FREEENTRY

Bakken_200x250mm_Natur_engelsk.indd   1 21-06-2019   14:22:59
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Sponsored content

south
Day trips south of Copenhagen

køge 

Køge, which the majority of Danes are famil-
iar with as a town they pass on the highway, 
has an amazingly well-preserved town centre. 
Because Køge – unlike Copenhagen – has not 
been bombed or burned down, the town  
contains houses that date all the way back 
to the 16th century. Stroll along the narrow 
streets or walk down to the charming harbour, 
where you’ll find a row of fine restaurants.

The S-train takes you directly into the 
centre of Køge.

køs in køge 
 
KØS is Denmark’s only museum dedicated to art in public 
spaces. The museum was established in 1977, and is located 
in the pedestrian street of Nørregade in the heart of charming 
Køge. Its collections are supplemented by a popular museum 
shop and café.

Address Nørregade 29, Køge www.koes.dk

arken (’the ark’)

ARKEN Museum of Modern Art in Ishøj south of Copenha-
gen houses one of Scandinavia’s finest collections of contem-
porary art. The museum is a less crowded (and possibly rather 
less pompous) alternative to Louisiana north of Copenhagen, 
and the exhibits here are often a bit edgier and more topical.  
www.arken.dk

Address Arken, Skovvej 100, 2635 Ishøj

Other attractions in northern Zealand

Louisiana
HUMLEBÆK

To the north of Copenhagen, the art 
museum of Louisiana features among 
those art museums around the world that 
do the best job of maintaining their grip 
on their visitors. Louisiana is about much 
more than just art. Admittedly, it does 
possess a unique collection of modern art, 
but it’s mainly the atmosphere, the view 
and the beautiful old park that persuade 
its visitors to spend many hours here.

Rungstedlund
RUNGSTED

This is the birth- and burial place of the 
world-famous author Karen Blixen. It has 
a beautiful old garden, and isn’t very far 
from Rungsted’s harbour.

Fredensborg Castle
FREDENSBORG

This is the queen’s summer retreat, which 
has a beautiful park that is partially open 
to the public. It stands next to Esrum Sø, 
one of Zealand’s biggest lakes.

Frederiksborg Castle
HILLERØD

This magnificent Renaissance castle is 
the home of the National History 
Museum, and contains portraits of 
Danish kings from as far back as 500 
years or more. 
 
  
 

bakken

Bakken, north of Copenhagen, is the world’s oldest amusement park, having 
been created in 1583. And according to many Danes, it’s also one of the world’s 
most enjoyable amusement parks. Here you’ll find slides, carousels, drop towers, 
dodgems, water slides, ferris wheels and much more. There’s also the old roller 
coaster, completed on 16 May 1932. The roller coaster is constructed from wood 
and is 852 metres long. There are many popular eateries here, and on Fridays and 
Saturdays the atmosphere can be quite raucous. Entry is free, and for that reason 
it’s possible for a family to spend a day at Bakken without getting ripped off – 
unlike other places in Copenhagen. Bakken is beautifully situated in the middle 
of the forest  just 15 minutes from Klampenborg Station, which is quite close to 
Copenhagen. Bakken is located in the lush woodlands of Jægersborg Dyrehave, 
which was recognized as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2015.
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roskilde cathedral

Imagine the best of contemporary architecture and craftsmanship 
from the middle of the Middle Ages up to the present day being 
gathered in one place, untouched and unchanged for all those 
centuries. Walk from a white neoclassical chapel with a magnif-
icent dome to baroque royal sarcophagi surrounded by medieval 
frescoes in the chapels containing 40 royal tombs. That’s only 
possible because Roskilde Cathedral’s burial monuments repre-
sent the pinnacle of contemporaneous craftsmanship. It’s there-

roskilde

IN THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES, WHEN COPENHAGEN WAS NO 

MORE THAN A FISHING VILLAGE, ROSKILDE WAS ONE OF 

EUROPE’S LARGEST TOWNS AND DENMARK’S CENTRE OF 

POWER. THAT’S WHY THE MAJORITY OF DENMARK’S ROYAL 

TOMBS ARE HERE, AS WELL AS A COLLECTION OF ORIGINAL 

VIKING SHIPS. ROSKILDE IS ALSO A PLEASANT TOWN IN 

ITSELF, WITH ITS FJORD AND A LUSH NATURAL LANDSCAPE 

RIGHT ON ITS DOORSTEP.

the viking ship museum

For years, the fishermen of Roskilde Fjord knew some old ships 
were lying on the bottom of the fjord, but only in the 1960s did 
anyone realise that they dated right back to the age of the Vikings. 
The ships comprise the heart of a museum where, more than 
anywhere else, you can get a feel for the age of the Vikings. The 
museum’s exhibitions take the form of modern historical narra-
tives regarding the Vikings and their ships. Traditional forms of 
museum exposition based on text and images are combined with 
sound, light, digital installations, engaging activities and artistic 
expression in order to ensure that the maritime culture is kept alive 
for youngsters and adults alike. It’s a natural daytrip destination for 
Viking enthusiasts, who can end their day quite appropriately at the 
Cafe Knarr restaurant, which serves Viking food.

Follow the work at the boatyard, where a new Viking ship is being 
built, and try your hand at Viking craftsmanship in the work-
shops (daily from 1 May to 20 October). In the museum harbour, 
you can see the large collection of Viking ships and Nordic boats, 
and every day from 1 May 1 to 30 September it’s possible to go 
sailing on Roskilde Fjord in traditional wooden boats.

Address Vikingeskibsmuseet (The Viking Ship Museum), 
Vindeboder, Roskilde.                  www.vikingeskibsmuseet.dk/en

fore not surprising that the Cathedral is featured on UNESCO’s 
list of World Heritage Sites due to its representation of 800 years 
of European architectural history. Whether you intend to zoom 
through the church in half an hour or you prefer to spend several 
hours immersing yourself in the kings and their lives, Roskilde 
Cathedral will be one of the highlights of a visit to Denmark.

Address Roskilde Cathedral, Domkirkepladsen 3 
www.roskildedomkirke.dk/english

Sponsored content
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Two more Roskilde gems 

sagnlandet lejre
For decades, the so-called ’land of legends’ just outside 
Roskilde has been a large outdoor area where researchers have 
been investigating what daily life was like in Scandinavia 
in prehistoric times – an era for which we have very few 
sources of information. When you visit the so-called Histor-
ical-Archeological Experimental Centre, where houses and 
appliances are restored, it feels absolutely like you’re taking a 
trip back in time.

Sagnlandet is open until 23 September. It’s also open between 
13-21 October, which is a school holiday in Denmark. 

www.sagnlandet.dk/en

nationalpark skjoldungernes land 
When you head out beyond Roskilde, it’s clear why this used 
to be one of the country’s most populated areas in the age of 
the Vikings and before. You can almost smell the fertility of 
the earth and visualise the ancient trees springing vigorously 
from the soil. A few years ago the area was designated as a 
national park. It offers good hiking possibilities, and you can 
also take a boat trip out on the beautiful Roskilde Fjord.

www.nationalparkskjoldungernesland.dk



sweden

IF YOU WANT TO ADD SWEDEN TO YOUR BUCKET LIST, IT’S EASY TO TRAVEL 

CHEAPLY FROM COPENHAGEN TO SWEDEN – ESPECIALLY FROM THE AIRPORT.

Attractions in Malmö

Malmöhus (Malmö Castle)
 The oldest preserved Renaissance castle in the Nordic region. 

Visit the many museums within the castle.

Turning Torso
 This 190-metre skyscraper can be seen from anywhere in the 

Øresund area. But it is the newly redeveloped harbour district, 
Västra hamnen (Western Harbour), in the immediate vicinity of 
the building, that is most worth visiting.

The pedestrianised street 
 A good starting point for doing some shopping and getting an 

impression of the city.

Alternatively Carry on a couple of train stops and visit Lund, 
which was founded by the Danish Viking king Knud den 
Store (Canute the Great). The town has a remarkable 12th-
century cathedral.

Currency The Swedes have their own krona, which is 
equivalent to 0.7 Danish kroner. Some things are cheaper than 
in Copenhagen; other things cost more. But overall, you’ll find 
that the prices are more or less the same in both countries.

Oddities Some things are different on the other side of the 
Øresund strait: 

• Alcohol. You can’t buy a bottle of wine or spirits in a Swedish 
supermarket. However, a trip to the state-owned Systembolaget 
can be recommended. Systembolaget manages to be a weird 
combination of a huge supermarket for alcoholic drinks and 
the kind of atmosphere you’d find in a pharmacy or hospital 
department.

• Snack bars. Similarly to Copenhagen, you’ll find many hot-dog 
stands. But the Swedes have manged to come up with the idea of 
serving their hot dogs together with mashed potato and shrimp 
salad. Danes – and even some Swedes – regard this as bizarre.

How Some regional trains leaving the main railway stations in Copenhagen – the central station, 
Nørreport and Østerport – cross the Øresund bridge over to Sweden. En route, the train passes 
through the airport station, so if you happen to be in the metro, you can travel to the airport and 
board the train there.

Time and cost By train, the trip takes at least half an hour and costs 80 kroner. There are more 
departures per hour during the daytime than in the evening.

Remember your passports! Denmark and Sweden are both members of the EU and co-signers 
of the Schengen Agreement, but you’ll still need to show your passport when you arrive in 
Sweden.

the øresund bridge

The bridge is an experience in its own right, and is the longest 
combined road and rail bridge in Europe. Actually, though, 
the last few kilometres before Denmark take the form of a 
tunnel, not a bridge. On the bridge itself, the trains run un-
derneath the vehicle deck.

• Opening times and holidays. You’ll 
discover that the holidays are 
different. For example, Sweden shuts 
down on 1 May, 6 June (the National 
Day of Sweden) and 22-23 June. On 
the other hand, some Danish holidays 
are normal weekdays in Sweden. 
In addition, opening hours are less 
restricted than in Denmark (with the 
exception of Systembolaget).

T
urning T
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map 2
4
1

3

eat & drink

Alchemist

Almanak

Boltens Food Court

Brødflov (Several locations)

Cafe Klint

Cafe Petersborg

Era Ora

Hart Bakery

Husmanns

Juno Bakery

Mirabelle

Noma

Restaurant Kronborg

shop

 
Birger Christensen

Royal Copenhagen Flagshop Store 

Royal Copenhagen Outlet 

H. Skjalm P.

see

 
Amalienborg Castle

Assistens cemetary  
(Assistens kirkegård)

Central hotel

Christiania

Christiansborg Castle

Church of Our Saviour (Vor Frelsers 
Kirke)

Copenhagen Zoo

Fælledparken

Hotel d’Angleterre

Kastrup Søbad

Nyhavn

Rosenborg castle gardens  
(Kongens have)

Royal Danish Theatre

The Blue Planet (Den blå planet)

The Botanical Garden

The Little Mermaid   
(Den Lille Havfrue)

The Park  (Parken)

Tivoli Gardens

Værnedamsvej 

water & air

 
Langelinie

Oceankaj

Toldboden

Copenhagen Aiport

Swimming Area

museums

Bakkehuset

Cisternerne

Danish Jewish Museum

Designmuseum Danmark

House of Amber 

National Museum of Denmark  
(Nationalmuseet) 

Rosenborg - The Royal Danish 
Collection

SMK  
(National Gallery of Denmark)

The David Collection

The Glyptotek art museum  
(Glyptoteket)

The Hirschsprung Collection

The Royal Danish Arsenal Museum 
(Tøjhusmuseet) 

Thorvaldsens Museum
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highlighted areas

Østerbro

Nørrebro

Frederiksberg

Vesterbro

Christianshavn and Holmen

Amager and Ørestad
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www.kronborg.dk 

www.thestandardcph.dk/en

www.houseofamber.com

www.boltens.dk

www.royalcopenhagen.com

www.birger-christensen.com

www.designmuseum.dk

www.ecco.com

www.eraora.dk

www.brdr-price.dk

www.davidmus.dk

www.frederiksbergmuseerne.dk

www.bakken.dk

www.ripleys.com/copenhagen

www.hskjalmp.dk

www.smk.dk

www.snm.ku.dk

www.stromma.com/en-dk/copenhagen

www.kongernessamling.dk
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Waterfront location 
       100 meters from Nyhavn

The Standard resides in the beautiful, maritime area of 
Copenhagen’s inner harbor, right in the city center and 

mere 100 meters from Nyhavn. 

Built in 1937 and originally a custom house for the ferries bound 
for Sweden, the iconic art deco building today houses 

three restaurants: 
the Danish bistro Almanak, the michelin starred STUD!O 

and the newcomer Mission.

Enjoy a delicious meal or swing by for a drink and soak up the 
stunning view of the harbor and the diverse architecture 

of Copenhagen.

See you by the harbor!

One iconic building - three unique restaurants

almanak

Havnegade 44 DK-1058 Copenhagen - www.thestandardcph.dk



KRONBORG 
CASTLE 

The magnificent UNESCO castle in Elsinore 
is the home of Hamlet and a must-see!

Buy your ticket at Kronborg.dk
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